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ከ٪ֶፊُ የ שـየ ገ ץየאግעא ُםዎ٤፣
ከፍ ـየאግ ُם٪ֶፊዎ٤፣ የוክֶֹו ُ ץ
ֶֹُו
ዳ ٤ ِ!א٤ ጥ$ז٤ ዋጅ… ገጽ 4¹þ9)"1
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ዋጅ ּׁשጥ
ּׁשጥ ץ6)$3
6)$3/
$3/21

PROCLAMATION NO. 653/2009

ከ٪ֶፊُ የ שـየ ገ ץየאግעא ُםዎ٤፣
ከፍ ـየאግ ُם٪ֶፊዎ٤፣የוክُ ץ
ֶֹו
 ֶֹُוዳ ٤ የגያገ-ዋْው ِ!א٤
ጥ$ז٤ ֳאወ רየወጣ ዋጅ

A PROCLAMATION TO PROVIDE FOR THE
RIGHTS AND BENEFITS OF OUTGOING
HEADS OF STATE AND GOVERNMENT,
SENIOR GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS,
MEMBERSOF PARLIAMENT AND
JUDGES

የ ገ ץየאግעא ُםዎ٤፣ ከፍ ـየא
ግ ُם٪ֶፊዎ٤፣ የוክֶֹו ُ ץ
 ֶֹُוዳ ٤
ׁዝֹוዊ
ֹוዊ ደ ף9א₪ከ ֳ וገֳׁ ץዝ! ጥ$ו
የ סטג9ֲْאው ከ٪ֶፊُ  שתከጉ@ָּׁש
ָּׁש
የ ׂשףC צእዲGד סድנግ ֳጥKُ ـጋֶጭ
እዳይֲC ጥ9K ከֳֶ @אጠُ @ፈֶጊ
9ֲאC፤

WHEREAS, it is necessary that outgoing Heads of
State and Government, Senior Government Officials,
Members of Parliament and Judges shall be guaranteed a
life that is free of depressing conditions and need to be
protected from victimization in consideration of the services
they provided to the nation and the public by shouldering
huge public trust during their terms in office;

የ ገ ץየאግעא ُםዎ٤፣ ከፍـ
የאግ ُם٪ֶፊዎ٤፣ የוክֶֹו ُ ץ
ֶֹُו
ዳ ٤ 9٪ֶፊُ 99ס9ُ ወ$ُ ያካ9ًُ
ዕውׂُש
וָ ׂُשድ ֳאጠוׂש
א וׂש١ WXٍ אፍጠץ
@ֳגያ@ ፈָግ፤

WHEREAS, it is necessary to create enabling
conditions to take advantage of the knowledge and
experience of outgoing Heads of State and
Government, Senior Government Officials, Members
of Parliament and Judges accumulated through their
terms in office;

ֶ ףםይ ያִ የ ገ ץየאግעא ُםዎ٤፣
ከፍ ـየאግ ُם٪ֶፊዎ٤፣ የוክُ ץ
ֶֹו
 ֶֹُוዳ ٤ ֳወደፊُ Cْקው \ይרጉ ֳገץ
ָ ُ דእድገُ 9$ُ፣ 9ٍ ُ]ד9ُጋُ
እዲ ד סר9@ ٍٍנፈֶጊ 9ֲאC፤

WHEREAS, serving Heads of State and Government,
Senior Government Officials, Members of Parliament and
Judges need to be encouraged to positively and faithfully
exert their utmost effort for the development and progress
of the country, without worrying about their future;

9^ُዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ!ֵክ
ׁገ אግׂש ُםጽ
ׂשጽ $5/1/  ُנטאየגከـ
ֳው ٍውጇָ፡፡

ÃNÇ êU
Unit Price

NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with
Article 55(1) of the Constitution of the Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, it is hereby
proclaimed as follows:
nU¶T Uz¤È ±.œ.q.Ü *¹þ1
Negarit G. P.O.Box 80001
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1

ክፍָ ድ
ጠ$ֶֶ

1. ጭץ ץዕ@

PART ONE
GENERAL
1.

This Proclamation may be citied as the “Rights
and Benefits of Outgoing Heads of State and
Government, Senior Government Officials,
Members of Parliament and Judges Proclamation
No. 653 /2009”.

ይֱ ዋጅ “ከ٪ֶፊُ የ שـየ ገ ץየאግ
עא ُםዎ٤፣ ከፍ ـየאግ ُם٪ֶፊ
ዎ٤፣ የוክֶֹו ُ ץ
 ֶֹُוዳ ٤ ِ!א٤
ጥ$ז٤ ዋጅ ּׁשጥ
/21” ֹ!ـ
ּׁשጥ ץ6)$3/
ֵጠ@ׂש
 @ׂשይ٤ֶָ፡፡
2. ُץጓה
የKִ ግץُ ֶַ !ֹוጉ וካֶרጠው 9@ץׂשـ
9ዚֱ ዋጅ ው@ጥ፡1/

“የ ገ ֳُד ”עא ץየ^ُዮጵያ ፌዴף
ֶዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ!ֵክ ፕפዚዳُ
ው፤

2/

“የאግ ֳُד ”עא ُםየ^ُዮጵያ
ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ!ֵክ ጠ$
ֶይ גu@ُו ֲת ץክָُ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץይጨָףו፤

3/

4/

5/

6/

7/

Short Title

2.

Definitions
In this Proclamation, unless the context otherwise
requires:
1/

"Head of State" means the President of the
Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia;

2/

"Head of Government" means the Prime
Minister of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia and includes the
Deputy Prime Minister;

“ከፍ ـየאግ ُם٪ֶፊ” ֳُד
גu@ُץ፣ גu@ُ ץዴኤٍ ወይו וክ
ָُ גu@ُ ץው፤

3/

"Senior Government Official" means a
Minister, Minister of State or Deputy
Minister;

“גu@ُד ֳُד ”ץውג וu@ُץ
 ֲת9גu@ُ ץደנጃ ያֳ ከፍـ
የאግ ُם٪ֶፊ וይጨָףו፤

4/

"Minister" means any Minister and
includes other
Senior
Government
Officials having the status of a Minister;

“גu@ُ ץዴኤٍ” ד ֳُדውו
גu@ُ ץዴኤٍ  ֲת9גu@ُץ
ዴኤٍ ደנጃ የגገ] ከፍ ـየאግ
 ُם٪ֶፊ וይጨָףו፤

5/

"Minister of State" means any Minister of
State and includes other
Senior
Government Officials having the status of
a Minister of State;

“וክָُ גu@ُד ֳُד ”ץውו
וክָُ גu@ُ ֲת ץ9וክָُ גu
@ُד ץዕנግ የגገ] ከፍ ـየאግ
 ُם٪ֶፊ וይጨָףו፤

6/

“የוክ ֳُד ”ָֹו ُ ץፈጉֹוዔ፣
וክָُ ፈጉֹוዔ እ דውו
የ^ُዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐ
!ֵክ የׁዝ! ـወካዮ٤ וክُ ץ
ָֹוያጠKֶָָ፤

"Deputy Minister" means any Deputy
Minister and includes other Senior
Government Officials having the status of
a Deputy Minister;

7/

"Member of Parliament" includes the
Speaker, the Deputy Speaker and any
member of the House of Peoples’
Representatives of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia;

gA
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8/

“ፈጉֹוዔ ወይו וክָُ ፈጉֹוዔ”
 ֳُדየׁዝ! ـወካዮ٤ וክُ ץ
ወይ וየፌዴפz וክ ُ ץፈጉֹוዔ
ወይו וክָُ ፈጉֹוዔ ው፤

9/

“የאግـ ُםጠ”ע፣ “וክָُ የאግ
ـ ُםጠ ”עወይנ“ וዳُ የאግُם
ـጠ ֳُד ”ע9ׁዝ! ـወካዮ٤ וክץ
ُ የאግـ ُםጠע፣ וክָُ የא
ግـ ُםጠ עወይנ וዳُ የאግُם
ـጠ עው፤
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8/

"Speaker or Deputy Speaker" means the
Speaker or Deputy Speaker of the House of
Peoples’ Representatives or the House of
the Federation;

9/

"Representative of Government", "Deputy
Representative of Government" or "Assistant
Representative of Government" means the
Representative of Government, Deputy
Representative of Government or Assistant
Representative of Government in the House of
Peoples’ Representatives;

“የـKዋ גፓ ֳُד ”עא ٌץ9ׁዝ!
ـወካዮ٤ וክ ُ ץው@ጥ !ֶጫው
ወ9 ץከያዘው ፓׂש ٌץጥֹ !ዙ ׂשא
אጫ ያֳው ፓ עא ٌץው፤

10/

"Opposition Party Leader" means the leader of a
party having the highest number of seats next to
the party holding majority seats in the House of
Peoples’ Representatives;

01/ “የـKዋ גፓـ ٌץጠ עወይנ וዳُ
ـጠ ֳُד ”ע9ׁዝ! ـወካዮ٤ וክץ
ُ ው@ጥ !ֶጫው ወ9 ץከያዘው
ፓׂש ٌץጥֹ !ዙ אׂשאጫ ያֳው
የـKዋ גፓـ ٌץጠ עወይנ וደُ
ـጠ עው፤

11/

"Opposition Party Representative or Assistant
Representative" means the representative or
assistant representative of an opposition party
having the highest number of seats next to the
party holding majority seats in the House of
Peoples’ Representatives;

02/ “ዳ”  ֳُדየጠ$ֶይ ፍץድ ُ፣
የከፍ ـፍץድ ُ ወይ וየאጀעאያ
ደנጃ ፍץድ ُ ዳ ው፤

12/

"Judge" means a Supreme Court, High
Court or First Instance Court Judge;

13/

"Supreme Court Judge" means a Judge of
the Federal Supreme Court and includes
the Presidents of the Federal High Court
and First Instance Court;

14/

"High Court Judge" means a Judge of the
Federal High Court;

15/

"First Instance Court Judge" means a Judge
of the Federal First Instance Court;

16/

"Beneficiary" means a Head of State or
Government, Senior Government Official,
Member of Parliament or Judge who is
enjoying or entitled to the rights and
benefits under this Proclamation;

07/ “ ֳُד ”!רـየድ ُ!אֳֹו
የُዳ ץጓደ ያ ድ ዓُא
ያֶָْזው ָጆ٠ ያጠKֶָָ፤

17/

"Family" includes the spouse and children
of a beneficiary who have not attained the
age of 21 years;

08/ “ــኪ”  ֳُדግֳֹו !ֹוው የጡٍנ
ׁግ የרـጠው ُץጓ הይይዛָ፤

18/

"Survivor" shall have the meaning given
under the relevant pension law;

19/

any expression in the masculine gender
includes the feminine.

0/

03/

“የጠ$ֶይ ፍץድ ُ ዳ”  ֳُדየፌዴָף
ጠ$ֶይ ፍץድ ُ ዳ  ֲתየፌዴָף
ከፍ ـፍץድ ُ የאጀעאያ ደנጃ ፍץድ
ُ ፕפዚዳِ٤ ይጨָףו፤

04/ “የከፍ ـፍץድ ُ ዳ” ֳُד
የፌዴ ָףከፍ ـፍץድ ُ ዳ ው፤
05/ “የאጀעאያ ደנጃ ፍץድ ُ ዳ” ֳُד
የፌዴ ָףየאጀעאያ ደנጃ ፍץድ ُ ዳ
ው፤
06/

“ ֳُד ”ُ!אֳֹו9ዚֱ ዋጅ ُנטא
የרגጡ ِ!א٤ ጥ$ז٤ 9דግُ ֶይ
ያֳ ወይדֳ וግُ ! ּׁשየֲ የ ገ ץወይו
የאግעא ُם፣ ከፍ ـየאግُם
٪ֶፊ፣ የוክ ָֹו ُ ץወይ וዳ ው፤

09/ דው ו9ወድ ፆٍ የـገֳጸው
ጋገ וُױ ץይጨָףו፡፡

gA
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ክፍָ Wֳُ
ከ٪ֶፊُ የ שـየ ገ ץየאግעא ُםዎ٤
ِ!א٤ ጥ$ז٤
3. የግָ ወጪ 9ָ

4.

1/

ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץ9٪ֶፊُ ֶይ 99נ9ُ ጊዜ
ይከፈֳው የ9נው የወ ץደאወዝ 9ָ
ከ٪ֶፊُ  ו\תይנּהጥו፡፡

2/

9٪ֶፊُ ֶይ ֳֶ ፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץየደאወዝ 9ָ ـ@דካከያ
תደנግ ከ٪ֶፊُ ֳ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣
ጠ$ֶይ גu@ُ ץወይו וክָُ
ጠ$ֶይ גu@ُ וץየግָ ወጪ 9ָ
ـ@דካከያ ይደנጋָ፡፡

የאGעያ ُ ገָግֹُ

PART TWO
RIGHTS AND BENEFITS OF OUTGOING
HEADS OF STATE AND GOVERNMENT
3.

4.

6.

የׁክ וገָግֹُ
1/

ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ גu
@ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ גu@ُ ץእ
 ּשרـ9אግ ُםወጪ 9ገ ץው@ጥו
ֲ 9ውጭ ገ ץየׁክ וገָግֹُ
ያገִ፡፡

2/

የׁክ וገָግֹً እደWXٍው 9אግ
 ُםወይ ו9ግָ የጤ  וּהـይרጣָ፡፡
 ּשרـ ً!אֳֹו9ገ ץው@ጥ የጤ
ـ]ـ וּהـው ٍתከׁ בክ וየרגጠው
9ደ ደנጃ דዕנግ ይֲָ፡፡

የግָ ደֱُ ጥ9K ገָግֹُ

1/

The monthly salary and allowances paid to
a President, Prime Minister or Deputy
Prime Minister shall not be discontinued
upon termination of his tenure.

2/

Where adjustments are made to the salary
and allowances of a serving President,
Prime Minister or Deputy Prime Minister,
similar adjustments shall be made to the
allowance for personal expenses of an
outgoing President, Prime Minister or
Deputy Prime Minister.

Residential House
An outgoing President, Prime Minister or Deputy
Prime Minister shall be provided with a
residential house having four-to-five bedrooms
the administrative costs of which, including
remunerations of house keeping staff, shall be
covered by the Government.

ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ גu@
ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ גu@ُשףֳ ץ
ֳא ּשרـGעያُ የגያገֳግָ የـףט
٤ ደאወዝ ጨ צו9אግ ُםወጪ
የـגዳደ ץከ4 እ@ከ 5  ٍ]אክፍֹ٤ ያִُ
אGעያ ُ ይרጠዋָ፡፡
5.

Allowance for Personal Expenses

5.

6.

Medical Benefits
1/

An outgoing President, Prime Minister or
Deputy Prime Minister and his family shall get
local and overseas medical services at the
expense of the Government.

2/

The medical services shall, as may be
appropriate, be offered at public or private
health institutions. Where the beneficiary or
member of his family is admitted to a local
health institution, he shall be entitled to first
class inpatient services.

Security Services

1/

ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ גu@ ُץ
የ שףየ ּשרـየግָ ደֱُ የגጠ!ּׁש
ጠּׂשֹוዎ٤ ይאደֳָּٍש፡፡

1/

Security guards shall be assigned to protect
an outgoing President, Prime Minister or
Deputy Prime Minister and his family.

2/

የאגደ9ው የጥ9K ٪ይָ ዓይُ
אጠ ጥ9Kው 9גያካደው ካָ
ይወָר፡፡

2/

The composition and size of the security
force shall be determined by the body in
charge of the security service.

gA
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7.

An outgoing President, Prime Minister or Deputy
Prime Minister shall be entitled to:

ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ גu@
ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ גu@ُץ፡-

8.

9.

Protocol Service

1/

የዲፕֹٌדክ ፓ@ፖُץ
ገָግֹُ ያገָ፤ እ

የ.ይ.ፒ.

1/

diplomatic passport and VIP services; and

2/

ׂשድ זየ9נው ٪ֶፊُ የאגጥ
9ገ ץው@ጥ 9ውጭ ገִב ץ
የፕِצኮָ ገָግֹُ ያገָ፡፡

2/

full protocol service commensurate to his
former position both locally and abroad.

የـzከץካ עገָግֹُ

8.

Transport Vehicles

1/

ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ גu@
ُ ץደנጃْው የጠ9אֳ ُ@מ ּׁשጓጓዣ
የגያገֳግִ የאግـ ُםzከץካעዎ٤
ይאደֳָּٍש፡፡

1/

An outgoing President, Prime Minister or
Deputy Prime Minister shall be provided
by the Government with three high
standard transport vehicles.

2/

የـzከץካעው ፌ ץደאወዝ፣ የዳጅ
የጥገ እዲW ֶַ וወጪ 9אግُם
ይ₪ፈָ፡፡

2/

The running costs of the vehicles,
including driver's salary, fuel and
maintenance costs, shall be covered by the
Government.

3/

ֳ ּשרـֳ ً!אֳֹוጥ9K ገָግ
ֹُ የגውִ ـzከץካעዎ٤ ጥ9Kው
9גያካደው ካָ ይወָר፡፡

3/

Vehicles required for providing security
services to the beneficiary and his family
shall be determined by the body in charge
of the security service.

የ@ָክ ገָግֹُ
1/ ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ גu@
ُ ץወጪው 9אግ ُםየג₪ፈ Wֳُ
אደ9 @ָኮ٤ 9אGעያ ُ ው@ጥ እ
ድ ֳግִ የ\ׂשـ ֲגKz @ָክ
ይGנዋָ፡፡

9.

Telephone Service
1/

An outgoing President, Prime Minister or
Deputy Prime Minister shall be provided,
at the expense of the Government, with
two fixed-line telephones at his residential
house and one mobile telephone for his
personal communications.

2/

The type and number of telephone lines
required for providing security services
shall be determined by the body in charge
of the security service.

2/ ֳጥ9K ገָግֹُ የגውִُ @ָኮ٤
ዓይُ !ዛُ ጥ9Kው 9גያካደው
ካָ ይወָר፡፡
0. የ צּתገָግֹُ

10. Office Service

1/ ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ גu@
ُ ץ9ֳـያዩ የׁዝֹוዊ ገָግֹِ٤ ֶይ
ከא ףדטـGעያ ً 9גገ]9ُ ከדـ
የ צּתገָግֹُ ይרጠዋָ፡፡

1/

If an outgoing President, Prime Minister or
Deputy Prime Minister engages in various
public services, he shall be provided with a
place of work in the city where his
residential house is located.

2/  ً!אֳֹוየץאגጣْው אግُם
ደאወዛْው የגከፍֶْው ድ ፀּፊ
ድ בֳֹוያ ይGנዋָ፡፡

2/

The beneficiary shall be entitled to choose
a secretary and an expert whose salary
shall be paid by the Government.

gA
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3/ ֳצּתው
የגያ@ፈָጉ
ኮוፒዩץـ፣
@ָክ፣ ^ץـXُ፣ ፖ@ٍ እ የִר\א
ُ אግ ُםያֶָח፤ ወጪያْውו
ይ₪ፍָ፡፡
4/  ً!אֳֹוየרـጠው  צּתከׁዝֹוዊ ገָ
ግֹُ ውጪ ֲֳC ףםዎ٤ ካዋֳው ገָ
ግֹً ይנּהጣָ፡፡
5/ የዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ@ ׂשጽ /4/ ድጋጌ
እደـጠ 9ֲ ׂשG፣  ً!אֳֹוከዚֱ ዓֳו
9ُז
ֳתይ
የጀנאው
ׁዝֹוዊ
ገָግֹُ እ@ኪ ጠׂש$ ድּשרـ @נ
צּתው ከ ُ@וዓֶָ ُא9ֳጠ ጊዜ
אገָገָ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
01. የ ً!אֳֹוከዚֱ ዓֳ ו9ֳא ُזየُ
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3/

The Government shall provide the necessary
office facilities such as computer, telephone,
internet and postal services and bear the
costs thereof.

4/

The provision of office service shall be
terminated if the beneficiary uses the office
for any purpose other than public service.

5/

In case of death of the beneficiary and
without prejudice to the provisions of subarticle (4) of this Article, his family may use
the office for not more than five years until
the completion of the public services
commenced by the deceased.

11. Death of Beneficiary
1/

1/ ከ٪ֶፊُ የ \ـፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُץ
ወይו
וክָُ
ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץከዚֱ ዓֳ ו9ֳת ُזይ፡/

ከዚֱ ዓֳ ו9ֳא ُזየً እደWXٍው
9ወ$ً ፕפዚዳُ፣ ጠ$ֶይ גu@ُץ
ወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ גu@ُ ץ9א
ግ ُםየאገ !ዙּ ֳ^ُዮጵያ
ׁዝ! ይገָף፤

ֳ/

9ֶאው ገ ًעየድ ף׀! ׂשዊ
የּዘ  ׂשይٍወጃָ፤

ּ/

የገר ًעደ$ ዓֶ ד9ፌዴ ָףእ
9ክָָ עםאያ ِ٤ ֱፃዎ٤፣ 9ُ
ِ ُץֱו٤፣ ֲ@ፒֹٍ٤፣ 9אከֶ
ከያ צּתዎ٤ እ ውጭ ገ ִֹו ץየገًע
ኤתֹווዎ٤ ዝ$ !ֹ ይውֳ9ֳָֹו፤

a)

c)

the National Flag shall be flown at halfmast on to federal and regional office
buildings, schools, hospitals, defense
offices and on to the country’s
Embassies overseas;

d) the cadaver shall be accompanied by a
military funeral march;
e)

ט/ የם ץ!ׂש-ץםዓً ወጪ 9אግ
 ُםይ₪ፈָ፡፡

3/ የ ً!אֳֹוከዚֱ ዓֳ ו9ֳא ُזየُ 9ዚֱ
ዋጅ ׂשጽ 4፣ 5 እ 6 ּשר ـֳ ُנטא
የרגጡُ የאGעያ ُ፣ የׁክ וእ
የግָ
ደُ٭
ጥ9K
ገָግֹِ٤
ያץּהጥו፡፡

the news of his death shall be
announced to the Ethiopian people by
the serving President, Prime Minister or
Deputy Prime Minister, as the case may
be, through government mass media;

b) there shall be declared a one-day
national mourning day throughout the
country;

א/ ֳ@ክפC  ִבወٍደףዊ የክ!ץ
ጀ! ይደנግֳָٍ፤

2/  ً!אֳֹוከዚֱ ዓֳ ו9ֳת ُזይ 9ዚֱ
ዋጅ ׂשጽ 3 የֳאـከـው የግָ ወጪ
9ָ ֳא ֳֹًוከፈִ ይׂשጥֶָ፡፡
የ וֳֹُו ً!אֳֹוከዚֱ ዓֳ ו9ُז
ከֳـየ٤ ክፍያው ያ ድ ዓُא
ֶֶָْזው ָጆ٠ אከፈִ ይׂשጥֶָ፡፡

Where an outgoing President, Prime
Minister or Deputy Prime Minister dies:

the government shall cover expenses of
the funeral ceremony.

2/

Where a beneficiary dies, the allowance for
personal expenses referred to in Article 3 of
this Proclamation shall continue to be paid
to his spouse. Where the spouse also dies,
the allowance shall continue to be paid to his
children under the age of 21 years.

3/

The death of the beneficiary shall not have
the effect of terminating the residential
house, medical benefits and security services
provided to his family under Articles 4, 5
and 6 of this Proclamation.
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4/ የዚֱ ׂשጽ ድጋጌዎ٤ ፕפዚዳُ፣
ጠ$ֶይ גu@ُ ץወይו וክָُ ጠ$ֶይ
גu@ُ ץ9٪ֶፊُ ֶይ እያֳ ከዚֱ ዓֳו
9ֳת ُזይ ו9\\אـይ WXٍ ـፈጻג
ይֲִ፡፡
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4/

The provisions of this Article shall, mutatis
mutandis, be applicable where a President,
Prime Minister or Deputy Prime Minister
dies while in service.

PART THREE
ክፍָ ُ@מ
ከ٪ֶፊُ የ שـከፍ ـየאግ ُם٪ֶፊዎ٤
ِ!א٤ ጥ$ז٤

02.

የጡُ!א ٍנ
1/ ግֳֹו !ֹוው የጡׁ ٍנግ 9ֶַ ኳ¦
የـደገገው ּתGוץ፣ ּתያ@ ድ ִב
የץוጫ
ዘא
ያገֳገֳ
ከፍـ
የאግ ُם٪ֶፊ:-

RIGHTS AND BENEFITS OF OUTGOING
SENIOR GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

12. Pension Rights

1/

a)

/

ከ٪ֶፊُ  \תዕድהው \ו
ዓ ُאየֶזው ከֲ የገָግֹُ
ጡ ٍנ9ָ እ@ከ እድָ הኩ
ይከፈֳዋָ፤
ֳ/ 9ׁו ואክያُ ከ٪ֶፊُ ከ\ـ
የׁ ואጡ ٍנ9ָ እ@ከ እድה
ָኩ ይከፈֳዋָ፤
ּ/ 9ֶ ףםይ እያֳ ከዚֱ ዓֳ ו9ُז
ֳּתይ ֳــኪዎ٠ የጡ ٍנ9ָ
ይከፈֶָ፡፡

c)

2/

ከ٪ֶፊُ  \ת$ ዓ ُאየֶזው
ከֲ የገָግֹُ ዳנጎُ ይከፈֳዋָ፤

ֳ/

9ׁו ואክያُ ከ٪ֶፊُ ከ\ـ
የׁ ואዳנጎُ ይከፈֳዋָ፡፡

3/ 9ዚֱ
ׂשጽ
ُנטא
የגፈጸב
ክፍያዎ٤ אጠ የגወרው ግ!ֹו
ֶֹْוው የጡׁ ٍנግ ድጋጌዎ٤ ُנטא
ይֲָ፡፡
4/ የዚֱ ׂשጽ ድጋጌዎ٤ ፈጻጸו
9ጡ ٍנፈዱ ֶይ የגያ@ከֳُው
የፋይ@ ـጽእG 9ፌዴא ָףግُם
ይ₪ፈָ፡፡

attained the age of 50 at the time of his
retirement, he shall receive retirement
pension for life;

b) retires because of not fulfilling the
medical condition of service, he shall
receive invalidity pension for life;

2/ ከድ  ִבየץוጫ ዘ אያ רያገֳገֳ
ከፍ ـየאግ ُם٪ֶፊ:/

Notwithstanding any provision to the
contrary under the relevant pension law, if a
Senior Government Official who has served
for at least one election term:

dies while in service, his survivors shall
receive pension.

If a Senior Government Official who has
served for less than one full election term:

a)

has not attained the age of 50 at the time
of his retirement, he shall receive
retirement gratuity;

b) retires because of not fulfilling the
medical condition of service, he shall
receive invalidity gratuity.
3/

The amounts of pension and gratuity payable
under this Article shall be determined in
accordance with the relevant provisions of
pension law.

4/

The financial impact on the pension fund
resulting from the application of the
provisions of this Article shall be covered by
the Federal Government.

gA
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03. የגּהּהאያ 9ָ
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13. Maintenance Allowance
1/

1/ דው וከፍ ـየאግֶ٭ ُםፊ፡-

/

a)

ּתያ@ ድ የץוጫ ዘא
ገָግֹ ከ٪ֶፊُ ከ\ـ፣ ወይו

ֳ/

ከድ የץוጫ ዘ אግדz ያֶ
 רገָግֹ 9ׁוא፣ 9ካָ
ጉዳُ ወይ וከ$ ו9ֶይ 9ֲ
ֶַ וክያُ ከ٪ֶፊُ ከ\ـ፣
የגּהּהאያ 9ָ ይከፈֳዋָ፡፡

የףם
የ ُ!@ ףםክፍያ

2/

14.

1/ ከ٪ֶፊُ የד \ـው וከፍـ
የאግ ُם٪ֶፊ የ ُ!@ ףםክፍያ
ይከፈֳዋָ፡፡
2/ 9ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ@ ׂשጽ /1/ ُנטא
የגከፈֳው የ ُ!@ ףםክፍያ ֳאጀעאያው የድ ዓ ُאገָግֹُ የُ@מ
ወ ץደאወዝ ֲG ከድ ዓ ُא9ֶይ ֳֶው
ֳእያዳዱ
ـጨעד
የድ
ዓُא
ገָግֹُ የאጨ¬נው ወ ץደאወዝ ድ
 ـ@מእየٍከֳ የֶָר፡፡ ֲG וየגከፈֳው
ጠ$ֶֶ የ ُ!@ ףםክፍያ ከድ ዓُא
ደאወዝ ֳ!אጥ የֳ9ُו፡፡

05. የאGעያ ُ 9ָ
1/ דው וከፍ ـየאግ ُם٪ֶፊ፡/
ֳ/

ּתያ@ ድ የץוጫ ዘא
ገָግֹ ከ٪ֶፊُ ከ\ـ፣ ወይו

ከድ የץוጫ ዘ אግדz ያֶר
ገָግֹ 9ֱוא፣ 9ካָ ጉዳُ
ወይ וከ$ ו9ֶይ 9ֲ ֶַ
וክያُ ከ٪ֶፊُ ከ\ـ፣
የאGעያ ُ 9ָ ይከፈֳዋָ፡፡

after serving for not less than one
election term; or

b) due to sickness, disability or any other
ground caused by force majeure upon
completing at least half of one election
term.

2/ 9ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ@ ׂשጽ /1/ ُנטא
የגከፈֳው የגּהּהאያ 9ָ ֳאጀא
עያው የድ ዓ ُאገָግֹُ የُ@מ
ወ ץደאወዝ ֲG ከድ ዓ ُא9ֶይ
ֳֶው ֳእያዳዱ ـጨ עדየድ
ዓ ُאገָግֹُ የድ ወ ץደאወዝ
እየٍከֳ ይָֹٍור፡፡ ֲG וጠ$ֶֶ
የגּהּהאያ 9ָ ክፍያው ከףם
@ ُוወ ץደאወዝ ֳ!אጥ የֳ9ُו፡፡
04.

Any Senior Government Official shall be
entitled to payment of maintenance allowance if
he has been released from office:

15.

The amount of maintenance allowance to
be paid pursuant to sub-article (1) of this
Article shall be equivalent to three month's
salary for the first year of service, and one
month's salary shall be added for every
additional year of service; provided,
however, that the total amount of
maintenance allowance shall not exceed 18
month's salary.

Severance Pay
1/

Any Senior Government Official who has
been released from office shall be entitled
to severance pay.

2/

The amount of severance pay to be paid
pursuant to sub-article (1) of this Article
shall be equivalent to three month's salary
for the first year of service, and one third
of the monthly salary shall be added for
every additional year of service; provided,
however, that the total amount of
severance pay shall not exceed one year's
salary.

Housing Allowance
1/

Any Senior Government Official shall be
entitled to housing allowance if he has
been released from office:
a)

after serving for at least one election
term; or

b) due to sickness, disability or any other
ground caused by force majeure upon
completing at least half of one election
term.

gA
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2/ 9ዚֱ ׂשጽ ዑ@ ׂשጽ /1/ ُנטא
የגከፈֳው የאGעያ ُ 9ָ 9ድ
ጊዜ የגከፈָ ֲG፡-

2/

a)

/ ֳגu@ُ¬א ֲת ץው የ@ድ@ُ
ወ ִב ُףክፍያ ֲG ከድ
የץוጫ
ዘא
9ֶይ
ֳֶው
ֳእያዳዱ ـጨ עדየድ ዓُא
ገָግֹُ የድ ወ ץክፍያ ድ
Wֳ ـእየٍከֳ ይֶָר፤

c)

ּ/ ֳוክָُ גu@ُ¬א ֲת ץው
የWֳُ ወ ִב ُףክፍያ ֲG
ከድ የץוጫ ዘ א9ֶይ ֳֶው
ֳእያዳዱ ـጨ עדየድ ዓُא
ገָግֹُ የድ ወ ץክፍያ ድ
Wֳ ـእየٍከֳ ይֶָר፤
ֲG וየרגጠው ጠ$ֶֶ ክፍያ ከ08 ወץ
የאGעያ ُ 9ָ ֳ!אጥ የֳ9ُ ו፡፡
A 

1/    /

16.

Vehicle Allowance
1/

!" A#  $ % A&'
 () *+

/ ,=A"
B2 C "#"
*D EF 4! 2@ A#  $
% + , ,E!0H I
A# J A&' A# *
4! A# K, EL, +-M

Any Senior Government Official shall be
entitled to vehicle allowance if he has been
released from office:
a)

after serving for at least one election
term; or

b) due to sickness, disability or any other
ground caused by force majeure upon
completing at least half of one election
term.

A#  $ %  !A&' .) A  /0 *+
A1
+
2 3 4!
 ()

A  +5,6

7. A89 U" A89 /1/ ;<
=5, 
A  A# >?
=5 2@-

in the case of a Deputy Minister, two
month's full payment for the initial
service and an addition of half of the
monthly payment for every additional
year of service beyond the first
election term;

provided, however, that the total payment
shall not exceed 18 month's housing
allowance.

,/

2/

in the case of a Minister, six month's
full payment for the initial service and
an addition of half of the monthly
payment for every additional year of
service beyond the first election term;

b) in the case of a Minister of State, three
month's full payment for the initial
service and an addition of half of the
monthly payment for every additional
year of service beyond the first
election term;

ֳ/ ֳגu@ُ ץዴኤٍ ¬א ֲתው
የ ُ@מወ ִב ُףክፍያ ֲG
ከድ የץוጫ ዘ א9ֶይ ֳֶው
ֳእያዳዱ ـጨ עדየድ ዓُא
ገָግֹُ የድ ወ ץክፍያ ድ
Wֳ ـእየٍከֳ ይֶָר፤

06. 


The housing allowance under sub-article
(1) of this Article shall be paid in a lump
sum and its amount shall be:

2/

The vehicle allowance under sub-article (1)
of this Article shall be paid in a lump sum
and its amount shall be:
a)

in the case of a Minister, six month's
full payment for the initial service and
an addition of half of the monthly
payment for every additional year of
service beyond the first election term;

gA
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,=A"
NOL
B2 C
P" *D EF 4! 2@ A#
 $ % + , ,E!0H
I
A# J A&'
A# * 4! A# K, EL,
+-M

b) in the case of a Minister of State, three
month's full payment for the initial
service and an addition of half of the
monthly payment for every additional
year of service beyond the first
election term;

Q/ ,4 =A"
B2 C
K, *D EF 4! 2@
A#  $ % + ,
,E!0H I A# J
A&' A# * 4! A#
K, EL, +-M

c)

provided, however, that the total payment
shall not exceed 18 month's vehicle
allowance.

2@ =-R R1 4! 08 *

A  S,T , 
07. U4V A&'

17.

Medical Benefit
1/

1/  ( =A" -

in the case of a Deputy Minister, two
month's full payment for the initial
service and an addition of half of the
monthly payment for every additional
year of service beyond the first
election term;

/ ,DWV ,X-Y
A&
"T
 ZV [
\
*+ E]K^L
 ZV
[  _ U4V
A&' !&M

Any Ex-Minister:

a)

shall get free medical services for
himself and his family in public health
institutions or, where appropriate, in
private health institutions at the
expense of the Government;

b) may get overseas medical services at
the expense of the Government when
recommended by a medical board.

,/ U4V ` # =-R "<a
b A&
 *_
L +c
2/  ( =A"
,DWV
,d,Xe
A&
"T ZV [
fg ,L .4V A&'
=-R
A]
]<a
E<
+2V

2/

Where an Ex-Minister and his spouse are
admitted to a local health institution, they
shall be entitled to first class inpatient
services.

3/ 
(
=A"
NOL
,DWV
,X-Y
A&
"T
 ZV [ \ *+
E]K^L

ZV
[
 *_ U4V A&'
!&

3/

Any Ex-Minister of State shall get free
medical services for himself and his family
in local public health institutions or, where
appropriate, in private health institutions at
the expense of the Government.

4/

Any Ex-Deputy Minister shall get free
medical services for himself and his family
in local public health institutions.

4/

 ( 4
,DWV
,X-Y
A&
 ZV [
A&' \ !&

=A"
"T
.4V

gA
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18.

Security Service

1/  =A"
 +
 <  *1  ]j T i
+]<,  < 2  B(
,EWV ,X-Y T i +]<,L

1/

If a Minister is provided with security
protection while in service, he shall be entitled
to the same service for himself and his family
after he has been released from office.

2/ T i +F J+V R T i
=! k] A  +*-V

2/

The composition and size of the security
force shall be determined by the body in
charge of the security service.

09. A&' "4
1/ 
-

(

*<8


19.


Certificate of Service
1/

An Ex-Senior Government Official shall
be issued with:

/ K,  $ % *+ l
+ !&,&, B2 A] ]<a
A&' "4 *<8M

a)

,/

b) a certificate of service of 2nd rank if he
has served for more than one and less
than two election terms;

A#  $ % +V K,
 $ %
Lc !&,&, B2
K, ]<a A&' "4
*<8M

Q/ A# EF  $ % !&,&,
B2 P" ]<a A&'
"4 *<8M

c)

/   $ % +V A#
 $ %
Lc !&,&, B2
AD ]<a A&' "4
*<8)
+-R6

a certificate of service of 1st rank if he
has served for two or more election
terms;

a certificate of service of 3rd rank if he
has served for one full election term;

d) a certificate of service of 4th rank if he
has served for more than half and less
than one election term.

 ,( =A" *+ =A"
NOL =-T A&' "4 *<8
R1+ =A"m) ,4 =A"
=-T
A&'
"4
*<8
4 R1+ =A" ס+5<

2/

A certificate of service to be issued to a
Minister or Minister of State shall be signed by
the Prime Minister, and that to be issued to a
Deputy Minister shall be signed by the Deputy
Prime Minister.

3/ A&' "4 *<8 -R
  ( 
 -

3/

An Ex-Senior Government Official issued
with a certificate of service shall be
entitled to:

2/

/

 2"nL'c
,=-R
U4V A&' 1#=! !&M

,/

4/

Uodp "S-dqc 4S
`L
+-R6
A]
]<a
A&'
"4
*<8 -R  (
=A"
7. A89 U" A89 /3/
, T1 I ፡-

a)

preference in getting medical services
in public hospitals;

b) a seat of honour at a place where a
public ceremony is held.
4/

An Ex-Minister issued with a certificate of
service of 1st rank shall, in addition to the
benefit provided for under sub-article (3)
of this Article, be entitled to:

gA
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/ rs't4 u"v  +-R6M

5/

6/

7/

,/

Awፕ
<!
A&' !&M

Q/

A A& "T <D B!] 
A
ye 6z {(
g
 +|5,L

a)

x.A+.n

¾G<K}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ
¾}cÖ¨< ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` ¨ÃU
›”Å— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ
¾}cÖ¨< ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` È›?
u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (3) Ÿ}SKŸ}¨<
ØpU u}ÚT]፡-

diplomatic passport;

b) VIP services at airports;

c)

5/

government funding of 50% of his air
fare for his local flights.

An Ex-Minister issued with a certificate of
service of 2nd rank or an Ex-Minister of
State issued with a certificate of service of
1st rank shall, in addition to the benefit
provided for under sub-article (3) of this
Article, be entitled to:

G(

Ç=–KAT+¡ ûeþ`ƒ ÃcÖªM&

a)

K(

u›ውa–L”
T[òÁ
›ÑMÓKAƒ ÁÑ—M&

b) VIP services at airports;

N)

u›¾` ¾›Ñ` ¨<eØ u[^ c=ÁÅ`Ó
¾›¾` ƒŸ?~ ªÒ HÁ ›Ueƒ
uS„ uS”ÓYƒ Ãgð”KM::

¾y=.›Ã.ú

c)
6/

¾Ze}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ
¾}cÖ¨< ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` ¨ÃU
G<K}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ
¾}cÖ¨< ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` È›?
¨ÃU ›”Å— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡`
¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨< ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d U¡ƒM
T>’>eƒ` u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (3)
Ÿ}SKŸ}¨< ØpU u}ÚT]፡-

G(

Ç=–KAT+¡ ûeþ`ƒ ÃcÖªM&

K(

u›ውa–L”
T[òÁ
›ÑMÓKAƒ ÁÑ—M&

N)

u›¾` ¾›Ñ` ¨<eØ u[^ c=ÁÅ`Ó
¾›¾` ƒŸ?~ ªÒ ›Y` uS„
uS”ÓYƒ Ãgð”KM::

›^}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡`
¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨< ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d
T>’>eƒ`
¨ÃU
Ze}—
Å[Í
¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` È›?
¨ÃU G<K}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨< ŸLò’ƒ
¾}’d U¡ƒM T>’>eƒ` u²=I ›”kê
”®<e ›”kê (3) Ÿ}SKŸ}¨< ØpU
u}ÚT]፡Ç=–KAT+¡ ûeþ`ƒ ÃcÖªM&

K(

u›ውa–L” T[òÁ
›ÑMÓKAƒ ÁÑ—M፡፡

¾y=.›Ã.ú

diplomatic passport;

b) VIP services at airports;
c)

7/

government funding of 10% of his air
fare for his local flights.

An Ex-Minister issued with a certificate of
service of 4th rank or an Ex-Minister of
State issued with a certificate of service of
3rd rank or an Ex-Deputy Minister issued
with a certificate of service of 2nd rank
shall, in addition to the benefit provided for
under sub-article (3) of this Article, be
entitled to:

a)
G(

government funding of 25% of his air
fare for his local flights.

An Ex-Minister issued with a certificate of
service of 3rd rank or an Ex-Minister of
State issued with a certificate of service of
2nd rank or an Ex-Deputy Minister issued
with a certificate of service of 1st rank
shall, in addition to the benefit provided for
under sub-article (3) of this Article, be
entitled to:
a)

¾y=.›Ã.ú

diplomatic passport;

diplomatic passport;

b) VIP services at airports.

gA
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›^}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡`
¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨< ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d
T>’>eƒ` È›? ¨ÃU Ze}— Å[Í
¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d U¡ƒM T>’>eƒ`
u²=I
›”kê
”®<e
›”kê
(3)
Ÿ}SKŸ}¨< ØpU u}ÚT] c`y=e
ûeþ`ƒ ÃcÖªM::

¾vKSw~ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ SK¾ƒ
1/ T”—¨<U Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò
uY^ LÃ PÁK Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ
u=KÃ፡G)

ŸSV~
Ò`
u}ÁÁ²
U¡”Áƒ
KT>SÖ< ¨Ü−‹ Sgð— ¾Zeƒ
¨` ÅS¨´ Ku?}cu< ÃŸðLM&

K)

ŸLò’ƒ u=’d •a K=ŸðK¨< ÃÑv
¾’u[¨< ¾SssT>Á ›uM' ¾Y^
e”wƒ ¡õÁ' ¾S•]Á u?ƒ
›uM“ ¾}iŸ`"] ›uM Ku?}cu<
ÃŸðLM::

8/

20.

An Ex-Minister of State issued with a
certificate of service of 4th rank or an ExDeputy Minister issued with a certificate of
service of 3rd rank shall, in addition to the
benefit provided for under sub-article (3)
of this Article, be entitled to service
passport.

Death of Beneficiary
1/

If a Senior Government Official dies while
in service:
a)

his three month's salary shall be paid
to his family to cover expenses related
to his death;

b) the resettlement allowance, severance
pay, housing allowance and vehicle
allowance that may have been due to
him had he been released from office
shall be paid to his family.

2/ T”—¨<U Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò
ŸLò’ƒ }’e„ ØpV‹” ŸTÓ–~
uòƒ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ u=KÃ K=ŸðK¨<
ÃÑv ¾’u[¨< ¾SssT>Á ›uM' ¾Y^
e”wƒ ¡õÁ' ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM“
¾}iŸ`"] ›uM Ku?}cu< ÃŸðLM::

2/

If an Ex-Senior Government Official dies,
before he has received his benefits, the
resettlement allowance, severance pay,
housing allowance and vehicle allowance
that have been due to him shall be paid to
his family.

3/ T”—¨<U T>’>eƒ` uY^ LÃ PÁK
¨ÃU ŸLò’ƒ }’e„ Ÿ²=I ¯KU
uVƒ u=KÃ፡-

3/

If any Minister, while in service or after
being released from office, dies:

4/

G)

²?“ °[õ~“ ›ß`
]Ÿ<
uS”ÓYƒ
Ã’Ñ^M&

¾QÃ¨ƒ
T>Ç=Á

K)

Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ vKYM×”
ukw\ Y’-Y`¯ƒ LÃ }Ñ˜„
¾›uv Ñ<”Ñ<” ÁekU×M&

b) a Senior Government Official shall
attend his funeral ceremony and lay a
funeral wreath;

N)

¾kw` Y’-Y`¯~ ukw` ›eð éT>−‹ uŸ<M ¾T>ðçU J•
¨Ü¨< uS”ÓYƒ Ãgð“M::

c)

¾Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò Ÿ²=I ¯KU
uVƒ SK¾ƒ ¾u?}cu<” u²=I ›ªÏ
SW[ƒ
u›Ñ`
¨<eØ
¾Q¡U“
›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾TÓ–ƒ Swƒ P”Ç=s[Ø
›ÁÅ`ÓU::

a)

4/

the news of his death, together with
his short biography, shall be disclosed
through government media;

the funeral ceremony shall be
conducted at the expense of the
Government.

The death of a Senior Government Official
shall not have the effect of terminating the
medical benefits offered to his family at
local health institutions pursuant to this
Proclamation.

gA
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¡õM ›^ƒ

PART FOUR

ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’c< ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vLƒ Sw„‹“
ØpV‹

RIGHTS AND BENEFITS OF EX-MEMBERS
OF PARLIAMENT
21. Pension Rights

!1.
!1. ¾Ö<[ Swƒ
1/ u²=I ›ªÏ
’c< Ÿõ}—
[ Swƒ
¾U¡` u?ƒ

›”kê 02 ŸLò’ƒ eK}
¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹ ¾Ö<
¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’c<
›vLƒU }ðéT> ÃJ“M::

2/ ¾²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) É”ÒÑ@
P”Å}Öuk J• ›Óvw’ƒ vK¨< ¾Ö<
[ QÓ K “S”ÓYƒ W^}—” ¾}c
Ö¨< ƒ`ÕT@ T”—¨<”U ¾U¡` u?ƒ
›vM Ãgõ“M::
!2.
!2. ¾SssT>Á ›uM

u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 04 ŸLò’ƒ eK}’c<
Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹ ¾Y^ e”wƒ
¡õÁ ¾}Å’Ñ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’c< ¾U¡`
u?ƒ ›vLƒU }ðéT> ÃJ“M:: J•U u²=I
›ªÏ ›”kê !9 SW[ƒ ¨ÅkÉV Y^¨<
¾T>SKe ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM ¾Y^ e”wƒ
¡õÁ ›ÁÑ˜U::

The provisions of Article 12 of this
Proclamation providing for pension rights to
Ex-Senior Government Officials shall also
be applicable to Ex-Members of Parliament.

2/

Without prejudice to the provisions of subarticle (1) of this Article the definition given
to "public servant" under the relevant
pension law shall be applicable to any
Member of Parliament.

22. Maintenance Allowance

u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 03 ŸLò’ƒ eK}’c<
Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹ ¾SssT>Á
›uM ¾}Å’Ñ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’c< ¾U¡`
u?ƒ ›vLƒU }ðéT> ÃJ“M::
!3.
!3. ¾Y^ e”wƒ ¡õÁ

1/

The provisions of Article 13 of this Proclamation
providing for maintenance allowance to ExSenior Government Officials shall also be
applicable to Ex-Members of Parliament.
23.

Severance Pay
The provisions of Article 14 of this Proclamation
providing for severance pay to Ex-Senior Government
Officials shall also be applicable to Ex-Members of
Parliament; provided, however, that a Member who is
reinstated to his former job in accordance with Article
29 of this Proclamation shall not be entitled to
severance pay.

!4.
!4. ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM
24. Housing Allowance
1/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 05 ŸLò’ƒ
eK}’c< Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹
u}KÃU ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d T>’>eƒ`
¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò
’ƒ K}’d ›ðÑ<v¯@' ¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö
]“ ¾}nªT> û`+ S]U }ðéT>
ÃJ“M::
2/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 05 ŸLò’ƒ
eK}’c< Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹
u}KÃU ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d T>’>eƒ`
È›? ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ K}’d U¡ƒM ›ðÑ<v¯@'
U¡ƒM ¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö]“ ¾}nªT>
û`+ }Ö]U }ðéT> ÃJ“M::

1/

The provisions of Article 15 of this
Proclamation
providing for
housing
allowance to Ex-Senior Government
Officials and specifically to an Ex-Minister
shall also be applicable to an Ex-Speaker,
Government Representative and Opposition
Party Leader.

2/

The provisions of Article 15 of this
Proclamation
providing for
housing
allowance to Ex-Senior Government
Officials and specifically to an Ex-Minister
of State shall also be applicable to an ExDeputy Speaker, Deputy Government
Representative and Opposition Party
Representative.

gA
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3/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 05 ŸLò’ƒ
eK}’c< Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹
u}KÃU ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d U¡ƒM
T>’>eƒ` ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM ¾}Å’
ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’d [Çƒ ¾S”ÓYƒ
}Ö]“ ¾}nªT> û`+ [Çƒ }Ö]U
}ðéT> ÃJ“M::
4/

u=Á”e ›”É ¾U`Ý ²S” ÁÑKÑK
¾sT> ¢T>‚ cwdu=' U¡ƒM cwdu=
¨ÃU K?L ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM ¾U¡`
u?~ ¾Y^ Ñ>²? ŸT>Ö“kpuƒ ¾SÚ
[h k” ›”e„
KZeƒ ¨` ÁֱM
¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM ÃŸðKªM::

5/ ËUb†¨< ¾’u\ Y^−‹” KT>kØK¨< ›vM Te[Ÿw ÁKuƒ ¾sT>
¢T>‚ cwdu= ¨ÃU U¡ƒM cwdu=
¾U¡` u?~ ¾Y^ Ñ>²? ŸT>Ö“kpuƒ
¾SÚ[h k” ›”e„ PeŸ eÉeƒ ¨`
ÁህM ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM ÃŸðKªM::
6/ u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) PeŸ (3)
Ÿ}SKŸ~ƒ“ ŸsT> ¢T>‚ cwdu=
¨ÃU U¡ƒM cwdu= ¨<ß Y^
Te[Ÿw ¾T>•`uƒ ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM
u=•` u›ð Ñ<v›?¨< ¨<d’@ Sc[ƒ
¾U¡` u?~ ¾Y^ Ñ>²? ŸT>Ö“kpuƒ
¾SÚ[h k” ›”e„ u=u³ PeŸ eÉeƒ
¨` ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM ÃŸðKªM::
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3/

The provisions of Article 15 of this
Proclamation
providing for
housing
allowance to Ex-Senior Government
Officials and specifically to an Ex-Deputy
Minister shall also be applicable to an ExAssistant Government Representative and
Assistant Opposition Party Representative.

4/

A Chairperson or a Deputy Chairperson of a
Standing Committee or any other Member of
Parliament who has served for at least one
election term shall be entitled to three
month's housing allowance from the last day
of the term of the Parliament.

5/

A Chairperson or a Deputy Chairperson of a
Standing Committee who has the
responsibility of handing over already
commenced activities to an incoming
Member shall be entitled to six month's
housing allowance from the last day of the
term of the Parliament.

6/

Any Member of Parliament other than those
referred to in sub-articles (1) to (3) and
Chairperson and a Deputy Chairperson of a
Standing Committee who has the responsibility of
handover functions shall, in accordance with the
decision of the Speaker, be entitled to a
maximum of six month's housing allowance from
the last day of the term of the Parliament.

25. Vehicle Allowance
!5.
!5. ¾}iŸ`"] ›uM
1/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 06
eK}’c< Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ
u}KÃU ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d
¾}iŸ`"] ›uM ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<
K}’d ›ðÑ<v¯@' ¾S”ÓYƒ
¾}nªT>
û`+
S]U
ÃJ“M::
2/

1/

The provisions of Article 16 of this
Proclamation
providing
for
vehicle
allowance to Ex-Senior Government
Officials and specifically to an Ex-Minister
shall also be applicable to an Ex-Speaker,
Government Representative and Opposition
Party Leader.

2/

The provisions of Article 16 of this Proclamation
providing for vehicle allowance to Ex-Senior
Government Officials and specifically to an ExMinister of State shall also be applicable to an
Ex-Deputy Speaker, Deputy Government
Representative
and
Opposition
Party
Representative.

3/

The provisions of Article 16 of this Proclamation
providing for vehicle allowance to Ex-Senior
Government Officials and specifically to an ExDeputy Minister shall also be applicable to an ExAssistant Government Representative and
Assistant Opposition Party Representative.

ŸLò’ƒ
Lò−‹
T>’>eƒ`
ŸLò’ƒ
}Ö] P“
}ðéT>

u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 06 ŸLò’ƒ eK}’c<
Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹ u}KÃU
ŸLò’ƒ
eK}’d
T>’>eƒ`
È›?
¾}iŸ`"] ›uM ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ
K}’d
U¡ƒM
›ðÑ<v¯@'
U¡ƒM
¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö] P“ ¾}nªT> û`+
}Ö]U }ðéT> ÃJ“M::

3/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 06 ŸLò’ƒ
eK}’c< Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹
u}KÃU ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d U¡ƒM
T>’>eƒ` ¾}iŸ`"] ›uM ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ¾S”ÓYƒ [Çƒ
}Ö]“ ¾}nªT> û`+ [Çƒ }Ö]U
}ðéT> ÃJ“M::
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!6.
!6. ¾Q¡U“ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
1/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 07 ”®<e ›”kê (1)
P“ (2) ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d T>’>eƒ`
¾Q¡U“ ›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ›ðÑ<v¯@' ¾S”ÓYƒ
}Ö]“
¾}nªT>
û`+
S]U
}ðéT> ÃJ“M::
2/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 07 ”®<e ›”kê (3)
ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d T>’>eƒ` È›?
¾Q¡U“ ›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’d U¡ƒM ›ðÑ<v¯@' U¡ƒM
¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö]“ ¾}nªT> û`+
}Ö]U }ðéT> ÃJ“M::
3/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 07 ”®<e ›”kê (4)
ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d U¡ƒM T>’>eƒ`
¾Q¡U“
›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ K}’d [Çƒ ¾S”ÓYƒ
}Ö]“ ¾}nªT> û`+ [Çƒ }Ö]U
}ðéT> ÃJ“M::
!7.
!7. ¾ÓM Å÷”’ƒ Øun ›ÑMÓKAƒ
1/

T”—¨<U ›ðÑ<v¯@ ¨ÃU ¾S”ÓYƒ
}Ö] uLò’ƒ LÃ u’u[uƒ ¨pƒ ¾ÓM
Å÷”’ƒ Øun ÃÅ[ÓKƒ ¾’u[ ŸJ’
ŸLò’ƒ c=’dU KPc<“ Ku?}cu< Øun
ÃÅ[ÓKM::

2/ ¾Øun ÃK< ¯Ã’ƒ“ SÖ” Øun¨<”
uT>Á"H>Å¨< ›"M Ã¨c“M::
!8.
!8. ¾SÕÕ¹“ ¾Õ´ T”h ›uM
1/ T”—¨<U ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM ¾Y^
²S’< ›wp„ ¨Å sT> S•]Á¨<
c=SKe K^c<“ Ku?}cu< ¾SÕÕ¹“
¾Õ´ T”h ›uM u¨p~ ¾ƒ^”eþ`ƒ
}S” SW[ƒ ÃŸðKªM::
2/ T”—¨<U ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM u²=I
›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) SW[ƒ
¾SÕÕ¹ ›uM P”Ç=ŸðK¨< ¾S”ገÉ
¨ÃU ¾vu<` ƒ^”eþ`ƒ SÖkU
›Kuƒ& J•U Ÿ›pU uLÃ ¾J’ G<’@
c=ÁÒØS¨<
¾›¾`
ƒ^”eþ`ƒ
SÖkU Ã‹LM::
3/ T”—¨<U ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM u²=I
›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) SW[ƒ
¾T>ŸðK¨< ¾Õ´ T”h ¨Ü ›uM
P”ÅT>ÕÕ´uƒ
¾¾we
ƒ^”eþ`ƒ
¯Ã’ƒ K›vK< w‰ ¾1ሺ Ÿ=KA Ó^U'
ŸvKu?~“ ŸMÐ‡ Ò` ŸJ’ ÅÓV
¾1ሺ5) Ÿ=KA Ó^U P“ KPÁ”Ç”Æ MÏ
1) Ÿ=KA Ó^U }ÚT] H>dw ÃJ“M::
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26. Medical Benefits
1/

The provisions of sub-articles (1) and (2) of
Article 16 of this Proclamation providing for
medical benefits to an Ex-Minister shall also
be applicable to an Ex-Speaker, Government
Representative and Opposition Party Leader.

2/

The provisions of sub-article (3) of Article 16 of
this Proclamation providing for medical benefits
to an Ex-Minister of State shall also be applicable
to an Ex-Deputy Speaker, Deputy Government
Representative
and
Opposition
Party
Representative.

3/

The provisions of sub-article (4) of Article 16 of
this Proclamation providing for medical benefits
to an Ex-Deputy Minister shall also be applicable
to an Ex-Assistant Government Representative
and Assistant Opposition Party Representative.

27. Security Service
1/

If a Speaker or Government Representative is
provided with security protection while in
service, he shall be entitled to the same service
for himself and his family after he has been
released from office.

2/

The composition and size of the security
force shall be determined by the body in
charge of the security service.

28. Transport and Luggage Allowance
1/

Any Member of Parliament shall be entitled
to transport and luggage allowance for
himself and his family, at the rate of the
current transport tariff, when he returns to
the place of his permanent residence at the
end of his term.

2/

A Member of Parliament shall use road or
rail transport to be entitle to transport and
luggage allowance in accordance with subarticle (1) of this Article; provided, however,
that he may use air transport in case of force
majeure.

3/

The luggage allowance to be paid to any
Member of Parliament in accordance with
sub-article (1) of this Article shall,
depending on the type of land transport used,
cover the transport cost of 1,000 kilograms
of luggage for the Member alone, and 1,500
kilograms of luggage plus 100 kilograms per
a child when accompanied by his spouse and
children.

gA

4¹þ9)#7

4/
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¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vK< uÓM SŸ=“¨<
¾T>ÖkU ŸJ’ ¾SŸ=“¨< ’ÇÏ ¨Ü
uŸ=KA
T@ƒ\
`kƒ
SW[ƒ
uS”ÓYƒ Ãgፈ“M::

!9.
!9. ¾Y^ UÅv
1/ ŸSS[Ö< uòƒ ¾S”ÓYƒ SY]Á
u?ƒ ¨ÃU ¾S”ÓYƒ ¾MTƒ É`Ïƒ
W^}— ¾’u[ ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM
ŸLò’ƒ c=’d ¨ÅkÉV Y^¨<
KSSKe ŸÖ¾k“ S”ÓYƒ Ÿ}eTT
¨ÅY^¨< P”Ç=SKe ¨ÃU ¾kÉV
¾Y^ x¨< ¡õƒ "MJ’ u}SddÃ
¾Y^ x LÃ P”Ç=SÅw ÃÅ[ÒM::
2/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d¨< ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM
kÉV u’u[uƒ ¾S”ÓYƒ SY]Á
u?ƒ ¨ÃU ¾S”ÓYƒ ¾MTƒ É`Ïƒ
u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) SW[ƒ
K=SÅw "M‰M uK?L ¾S”ÓYƒ
SW]Á
u?ƒ
¨ÃU
¾S”ÓYƒ
¾MTƒ É`Ïƒ uT>Ñ˜ }SddÃ ¡õƒ
¾Y^ x LÃ K=SÅw Ã‹LM::
3/ ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vK< uU¡` u?~ ¨<eØ
ÁÑKÑKuƒ ²S” u}SÅuuƒ ¾S”Ó
Yƒ SY]Á u?ƒ ¨Ãም ¾S”ÓYƒ
¾M Tƒ É`Ïƒ ¨<eØ P”Å}cÖ
›ÑMÓ KAƒ ÃqÖ`KM::
4/

".

¾²=I ›”kê É”ÒÑ@−‹ ug<Sƒ ¾T>
Á²< x−‹” uT>SKŸƒ }ðéT>
›ÃJ”U::

¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ
1/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM፡-
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4/

If the Member of Parliament uses his own
transport vehicle, the fuel cost shall be calculated
on the basis of the distance of his destination and
shall be covered by the Government.

29. Reinstatement to Former Job
1/

A Member of Parliament who is released
from office and who was an employee of a
government office or public enterprise prior
to his election shall, upon his request and the
consent of the Government, be reinstated to
his former job or, if it is not vacant, to a
similar vacant job.

2/

If a Member of Parliament who has been
released from office could not be reinstated
in accordance with sub-article (1) of this
Article, he may be assigned to a similar
vacant job in any other government office or
public enterprise.

3/

The service rendered in Parliament by the
Member shall be counted in calculating the
period of service he renders in the
government office or public enterprise he is
reinstated.

4/

The provisions of this Article shall not be
applicable to job positions to be filled by
appointment.

30. Certificate of Service
1/

An Ex-Member of Parliament shall be issued
with:
a)

G) G<Kƒ ¾U`Ý ²S” ¨ÃU Ÿ³
uLÃ ÁÑKÑK c=J” ›”Å— Å[Í
¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ፤
K) Ÿ›”É ¾U`Ý ²S” uLÃ“ ŸG<Kƒ
¾U`Ý ²S” u‹ ÁÑKÑK c=J”
G<K}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡`
¨[kƒ፤
N) ›”É S<K< ¾U`Ý ²S” ÁÑKÑK
c=J” Ze}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ፤
S) ŸÓTi ¾U`Ý
²S”
uLÃ“
Ÿ›”É ¾U`Ý ²S” u‹ ÁÑKÑK
c=J” ›^}— Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ፤
ÃcÖªM::

a certificate of service of 1st rank if he
has served for two or more election
terms;

b) a certificate of service of 2nd rank if he
has served for more than one and less
than two election terms;
c)

a certificate of service of 3rd rank if he
has served for one full election term;

d) a certificate of service of 4th rank if he
has served for more than half and less
than one election term.

gA
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2/ ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ›ðÑ<v¯@' ¾S”ÓYƒ
}Ö]' U¡ƒM ›ðÑ<v¯@' U¡ƒM
¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö] ¨ÃU ¾}nªT>
û`+
S]
¾T>cØ
¾›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ uGÑ]~ ý_²=Ç”ƒ'
ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ¾S”ÓYƒ [Çƒ
}Ö]' ¾}nªT> û`+ }Ö] ¨ÃU
[Çƒ }Ö]' ¾sT> ¢T>‚ cwdu=
¨ÃU U¡ƒM cwdu= ¨ÃU K?L
¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM ¾T>cØ ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾Ue¡`
¨[kƒ
u›ðÑ<v¯@¨<
Ãð[TM::
3/ ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` eKT>ÁÑ—
†¨< ØpV‹ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 09
¾}Å’ÑÑ<ƒ ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ›ðÑ<v¯@'
¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö]“ ¾}nªT> û`+
S]U }ðéT> ÃJ“K<::
4/

¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` È›?
eKT>ÁÑ—†¨< ØpV‹ u²=I ›ªÏ
›”kê 09 ¾}Å’ÑÑ<ƒ ŸLò’ƒ K}’d
U¡ƒM ›ðÑ<v¯@' U¡ƒM ¾S”ÓYƒ
}Ö] P“ ¾}nªT> û`+ }Ö]U
}ðéT> ÃJ“K<::

5/ ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d U¡ƒM T>’>eƒ`
eKT>ÁÑ—†¨< ØpV‹ u²=I ›ªÏ
›”kê 09 ¾}Å’ÑÑ<ƒ ŸLò’ƒ K}’d
[Çƒ ¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö]“ K}nªT>
û`+ [Çƒ }Ö]U }ðéT> ÃJ“M::
6/ ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ
Lò eKT>ÁÑ–¨< ØpV‹ u²=I ›ªÏ
›”kê 09 ”®<e ›”kê (3) ¾}Å’ÑÑ<ƒ
ŸLò’ƒ K}’d T”—¨<U ¾U¡` u?ƒ
›vMU }ðéT> ÃJ“M::
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2/

A certificate of service to be issued to an ExSpeaker, Government Representative, Deputy
Speaker, Deputy Government Representative or
Opposition Party Leader shall be signed by the
President of the Country, and that to be issued to
an Ex-Assistant Government Representative,
Opposition Party Representative or Assistant
Representative,
Chairperson
or
Deputy
Chairperson of a Standing Committee or any
other Member of Parliament shall be signed by
the Speaker.

3/

The provisions of Article 19 of this
Proclamation providing for benefits to an
Ex-Minister issued with a certificate of
service shall also be applicable to an ExSpeaker, Government Representative and
Opposition Party Leader.

4/

The provisions of Article 19 of this
Proclamation providing for benefits to an
Ex-Minister of State issued with a certificate
of service shall also be applicable to an ExDeputy Speaker, Deputy Government
Representative and Opposition Party
Representative.

5/

The provisions of Article 19 of this
Proclamation providing for benefits to an
Ex-Deputy Minister issued with a certificate
of service shall also be applicable to an ExAssistant Government Representative and
Assistant Opposition Party Representative.

6/

The provisions of sub-article (3) of Article
19 of this Proclamation providing for
benefits to an Ex-Senior Official issued with
a certificate of service shall also be
applicable to an Ex-Member of Parliament.

"1.
"1. ¾vKSw~ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ SK¾ƒ
1/ T”—¨<U ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM uY^ LÃ
PÁK Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ u=KÃ፡G) ŸSV~ Ò` u}ÁÁ² U¡”Áƒ
KT>SÖ< ¨Ü−‹ Sgð— ¾Zeƒ
¨` ÅS¨´ Ku?}cu< ÃŸðLM&
K) ŸLò’ƒ u=’d •a K=ŸðK¨< ÃÑv
¾’u[¨< ¾SssT>Á ›uM' ¾Y^
e”wƒ ¡õÁ' ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM“
¾}iŸ`"]
›uM
Ku?}cu<
ÃŸðLM::

31. Death of Beneficiary
1/

If a Member of Parliament dies while in
service:
a)

his three month's salary shall be paid to
his family to cover expenses related to
his death;

b) the resettlement allowance, severance
pay, housing allowance and vehicle
allowance that may have been due to
him had he been released from office
shall be paid to his family.

gA
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2/ T”—¨<U ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM ŸLò’ƒ
}’e„ ØpV‹” ŸTÓ–~ uòƒ Ÿ²=I
¯KU uVƒ u=KÃ K=ŸðK¨< ÃÑv
¾’u[¨< ¾SssT>Á ›uM' ¾Y^
e”wƒ ¡õÁ' ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM“
¾}iŸ`"] ›uM Ku?}cu< ÃŸðLM::
3/ ›ðÑ<v¯@' ¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö] ¨ÃU
¾}nªT> û`+ S] uY^ LÃ PÁK
¨ÃU ŸLò’ƒ }’e„ Ÿ²=I ¯KU
uVƒ u=KÃ፡-

4/

G)

²?“ °[õ~“ ›ß`
]Ÿ<
uS”ÓYƒ
Ã’Ñ^M&

K)

Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ vKYM×”
ukw\ Y’-Y`¯ƒ LÃ }Ñ˜„
¾›uv Ñ<”Ñ<” ÁekU×M&

N)

¾kw` Y’-Y`¯~ ukw` ›eðéT>−‹ uŸ<M ¾T>ðçU J•
¨Ü¨< uS”ÓYƒ Ãgð“M::
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2/

If an Ex-Member of Parliament dies, before
he has received his benefits, the resettlement
allowance,
severance
pay,
housing
allowance and vehicle allowance that have
been due to him shall be paid to his family.

3/

If a Speaker, Government Representative or
an Opposition Party Leader, while in service
or after being released from office, dies:

a)

¾QÃ¨ƒ
T>Ç=Á

¾›ðÑ<v¯@'
¾S”ÓYƒ
}Ö]'
¾}nªT>
û`+
S]'
¾U¡ƒM
›ðÑ<v¯@' ¾U¡ƒM ¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö]'
¾}nªT>
û`+
}Ö]'
[Çƒ
¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö] ¨ÃU ¾}nªT>
û`+ [Çƒ }Ö] Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ
SK¾ƒ ¾u?}cu<” u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ
u›Ñ` ¨<eØ ¾Q¡U“ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾TÓ–ƒ Swƒ P”Ç=s[Ø ›ÁÅ`ÓU::

the news of his death, together with his
short biography, shall be announced
through government media;

b) a Senior Government Official shall
attend his funeral ceremony and lay a
funeral wreath;
c)

4/

the funeral ceremony shall be conducted
at the expense of the Government.

The death of a Speaker, Government
Representative, Opposition Party Leader, Deputy
Speaker, Deputy Government Representative,
Opposition Party Representative, Assistant
Government
Representative
or
Assistant
Opposition Party Representative shall not have
the effect of terminating the medical benefits
offered to his family at local health institutions
pursuant to this Proclamation.

¡õM ›Ueƒ

PART FIVE

ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’c<
¾}’c< Ç™‹ Sw„‹“ ØpV‹

RIGHTS AND BENEFITS OF EX-JUDGES

”®<e ¡õM ›”É

SECTION ONE

ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ –_²=Ç”ƒ
¨ÃU U¡ƒM
ý_²=Ç”ƒ Sw„‹“ ØpV‹

RIGHTS AND BENEFITS OF OUTGOING
PRESIDENT AND DEPUTY PRESIDENT OF
THE SUPREME COURT

"2.
"2. ÖpLL
¾²=I ”®<e ¡õM É”ÒÑ@−‹ uÖ<[
U¡”Áƒ
ŸLò’ƒ
K}’c<
የፌዴָף
¾ÖpLÃ ፍ`É u?ƒ ý_²=Ç”ƒ“ U¡ƒM
ý_²=Ç”ƒ }ðéT> ÃJ“K<::
"3.
"3. ¾ÓM ¨Ü ›uM
1/ ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ ý_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU
U¡ƒM
ý_²=Ç”ƒ
uLò’ƒ
LÃ
u’u[uƒ Ñ>²? ÃŸðK¨< ¾’u[¨< ¾¨`
ÅS¨´ ŸLò’ƒ c=’dU ›Ãs[ØU::

32. General
The provisions of this Section shall be applicable
to outgoing President and Deputy President of
the Federal Supreme Court released from office
due to retirement.
33. Allowance for Personal Expenses
1/

The monthly salary and allowances paid to a
President or Deputy President of the
Supreme Court shall not be discontinued
upon his release from office.

gA
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2/ uLò’ƒ LÃ LK ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
–_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU U¡ƒM ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ
¾ÅS¨´ Te}"ŸÁ c=Å[Ó ŸLò’ƒ
K}’d የጠ$ֶይ õ`É u?ƒ –_²=Ç”ƒ
¨ÃU U¡ƒM ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ¾ וÓM
¨Ü“ ›uM Te}"ŸÁ ÃÅ[ÒM::
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2/ Where adjustments are made to the salary and
allowances of a serving President or Deputy
President of the Supreme Court, similar
adjustments shall be made to the allowance for
personal expenses of an outgoing President or
Deputy President of the Supreme Court.

34. Residential House
"4.
"4. ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
›ÑMÓKAƒ
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ
¨ÃU
U¡ƒM
ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ
K^c<“ Ku?}cu< S•]Á’ƒ ¾T>ÁÑKÓM
uS”ÓYƒ ¨Ü ¾T>}ÇÅ` Ÿ3 PeŸ 4
S˜
¡õKA‹
ÁK<ƒ
S•]Á
u?ƒ
ÃcÖªM::

An outgoing President or Deputy President of the
Supreme Court shall be provided with a
residential house having three-to-four bedrooms
the administrative costs of which shall be
covered by the Government.

35. Medical Benefits
"5.
"5. ¾Q¡U“ ›ÑMÓKAƒ

1/

An outgoing President or Deputy President
of the Supreme Court and his family shall
get local and overseas medical services at
the expense of the Government.

2/

The medical services shall, as may be
appropriate, be offered at public or private
health institutions. Where the beneficiary or
member of his family is admitted to a local
health institution, he shall be entitled to first
class inpatient services.

1/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ[É u?ƒ
ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU U¡ƒM ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ
P“ u?}cu< uS”ÓYƒ ¨Ü u›Ñ`
¨<eØU J’ u¨<ß ›Ñ` ¾Q¡U“
›ÑMÓKAƒ ÁÑ—K<::
2/ ¾Q¡U“
›ÑMÓKA~
P”ÅG<’@¨<
uS”ÓYƒ ¨ÃU uÓM ¾Ö?“ }sU
Ãc×M:: vKSw~ P“ u?}cu< u›Ñ`
¨<eØ ¾Ö?“ }sU }˜}¨< c=ŸS<
Q¡U“ ¾T>cÖ¨< u›”Å— Å[Í T°[Ó
ÃJ“M::

36. Security Service
"6.
"6. ¾ÓM ÅI”’ƒ Øun ›ÑMÓKAƒ

1/

Security guards shall be assigned to protect
an outgoing President or Deputy President of
the Supreme Court and his family.

2/

The composition and size of the security
force shall be determined by the body in
charge of the security service.

1/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU U¡ƒM ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ
¾^c<“
¾u?}cu<”
¾ÓM
ÅI”’ƒ
¾T>Öwl Övm−‹ ÃSÅּשKM::
2/ ¾T>SÅu¨< ¾Øun ÃM ¯Ã’ƒ“
SÖ” Øun¨<” uT>Á"H>Å¨< ›"M
Ã¨c“M::

37. Protocol Service

"7.
"7. ¾–a„¢M ›ÑMÓKAƒ
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU U¡ƒM ý_²=Ç”ƒ'

An outgoing President or Deputy President of the
Supreme Court shall be entitled to:

1/ ¾Ç=–KAT+¡
ûeþ`ƒ“
›ÑMÓKAƒ ÁÑ—M& እ

¾y=.›Ã.ú

1/

diplomatic passport and VIP services; and

2/ kÉV ¾’u[¨<” Lò’ƒ ¾T>SØ”
u›Ñ` ¨<eØ“ u¨<ß ›Ñ` S<K< ¾–
a„¢M ›ÑMÓKAƒ ÁÑ—M::

2/

full protocol service commensurate to his
former position both locally and abroad.

gA
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38. Transport Vehicles
1/

An outgoing President or Deputy President
of the Supreme Court shall be provided by
the Government with two high standard
transport vehicles.

2/

The running costs of the vehicles, including
driver's salary, fuel and maintenance costs,
shall be covered by the Government.

3/

Vehicles required for providing security
services to the beneficiary and his family
shall be determined by the body in charge of
the security service.

1/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU U¡ƒM ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ
Å[Í†¨<” ¾Öul G<Kƒ KSÕÕ¹
¾T>ÁÑKÓK< ¾S”ÓYƒ }iŸ`"]−‹
ÃSÅu<KM::
2/ ¾}iŸ`"]¨< g<ô` ÅS¨´' ¾’ÇÏ“
¾ØÑ“ P”Ç=G<U K?L ¨Ü uS”ÓYƒ
Ãgð“M::
3/ KvKSw~“ Ku?}cu< Øun ›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾T>¨<K<
}iŸ`"]−‹
Øun¨<”
uT>Á"H>Å¨< ›"M Ã¨c“M::

39. Telephone Service
"9.
"9. ¾eM¡ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
1/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU U¡ƒM ፕ_²=Ç”ƒ
¨Ü¨< uS”ÓYƒ ¾T>gð” G<Kƒ
SÅu— eM¢‹ uS•]Á u?ƒ ¨<eØ P“
›”É KÓK< ¾T>J” }”kdni eM¡
Ã•[ªM::

1/

An outgoing President or Deputy President
of the Supreme Court shall be provided, at
the expense of the Government, with two
fixed-line telephones at his residential house
and one mobile telephone for his personal
communications.

2/

The type and number of telephone lines
required for providing security services shall
be determined by the body in charge of the
security service.

2/ KØun ›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾T>¨<K<ƒ eM¢‹
¯Ã’ƒ“ w³ƒ Øun¨<” uT>Á"H>Å¨<
›"M Ã¨c“M::

40. Office Service
#.

¾u=a ›ÑMÓKAƒ

1/

If an outgoing President or Deputy President of
the Supreme Court engages in various public
services, he shall be provided with a place of
work in the city where his residential house is
located.

2/

The beneficiary shall be entitled to choose a
secretary and an expert whose salary shall be
paid by the Government.

3/
3/ Ku=a¨<
¾T>ÁeðMÑ<
¢Uú¿}`'
eM¡' ›=”}`’@ƒ' þe P“ ¾Sdc
K<ƒ” S”ÓYƒ ÁTELM& ¨ÜÁ†¨<
”U Ãgõ“M::

The Government shall provide the necessary
office facilities such as computer, telephone,
internet and postal services and bear the
costs thereof.

4/

vKSw~ ¾}cÖ¨<” u=a ŸQ´v© ›ÑM
ÓKAƒ ¨<Ü KJ’ Y^ "ªK¨< ›ÑM
ÓKA~ Ãs[×M::

The provision of office service shall be
terminated if the beneficiary uses the office
for any purpose other than public service.

5/

In case of death of the beneficiary and
without prejudice to the provisions of subarticle (4) of this Article, his family may use
the office for not more than five years until
the completion of the public services
commenced by the deceased.

1/

ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
ý_²=Ç”ƒ
¨ÃU
U¡ƒM
ý_²=Ç”ƒ
u}KÁ¿
¾Q´v©
›ÑMÓKA„‹
LÃ
Ÿ}WT^ S•]Á u?~ uT>Ñ˜uƒ Ÿ}T
¾u=a ›ÑMÓKAƒ ÃcÖªM::

2/ vKSw~ ¾T>S`×†¨<“ S”ÓYƒ
ÅS¨³†¨<”
¾T>ŸõL†¨<
›”É
ìNò“ ›”É vKS<Á Ã•[ªM::

4/

5/ ¾²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (4) P”Å}
Öuk J•' vKSw~ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ
c=KÃ ¾ËS[¨< Q´v© ›ÑMÓKAƒ
PeŸ=Ö“kp É[e u?}cu< u=a¨<”
Ÿ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ LMuKÖ Ñ>²? SÑMÑM
Ã‹LM::

gA
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41. Death of Beneficiary
#1. ¾vKSw~ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ SK¾ƒ
1/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
ý_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU U¡ƒM ý_²=Ç”ƒ
Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ u=KÃ:G)

K)

N)

1/ Where an outgoing President or Deputy
President of the Supreme Court dies:

a)

²?“ °[õ~ P“ ›ß` ¾QÃ¨ƒ
]Ÿ<
uS”ÓYƒ
T>Ç=Á
Ã’Ñ^M&

the news of his death, together with his
short biography, shall be disclosed
through government media;

b) a Senior Government Official shall
attend his funeral ceremony and lay a
funeral wreath;

Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ vKYM×”
ukw\ Y’-Y`¯ƒ LÃ }Ñ˜„
¾›uv Ñ<”Ñ<” ÁekU×M&

c)

the funeral ceremony shall be conducted
at the expense of the Government.

¾kw`
Y’-Y`¯~
ukw`
›eðéT>−‹ uŸ<M ¾T>ðçU J•
¨Ü¨< uS”ÓYƒ Ãgð“M::

2/

2/ vKSw~ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ c=KÃ u²=I
›ªÏ ›”kê "3 ¾}SKŸ}¨< ¾ÓM
¨Ü ›uM KvKu?~ SŸðK< ÃkØLM::
¾vKSw~ vKu?ƒU Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ
Ÿ}K¾‹ ¡õÁ¨< HÁ ›”É ¯Sƒ
LMVL†¨< MÐ‡ SŸðK< ÃkØLM::

Where a beneficiary dies, the allowance for
personal expenses referred to in Article 33
of this Proclamation shall continue to be
paid to his spouse. Where the spouse also
dies, the allowance shall continue to be paid
to his children under the age of 21 years.

3/

3/ ¾vKSw~ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ SK¾ƒ
u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê "4' "5 P“ "6
SW[ƒ Ku?}cu< ¾T>cÖ<ƒ” ¾S•]Á
u?ƒ' ¾Q¡U“ P“ ¾ÓM Å÷”’ƒ Øun
›ÑMÓKA„‹ ›Ás`ØU::

The death of the beneficiary shall not have
the effect of terminating the residential
house, medical benefits and security services
provided to his family under Articles 34, 35
and 36 of this Proclamation.

4/

The provisions of this Article shall, mutatis
mutandis, be applicable where a President or
Deputy President of the Supreme Court dies
while in service.

4/

¾²=I ›”kê É”ÒÑ@−‹ ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É
u?ƒ
ý_²=Ç”ƒ
¨ÃU
U¡ƒM
ý_²=Ç”ƒ uLò’ƒ LÃ PÁK Ÿ²=I
¯KU uVƒ c=KÃU u}SddÃ G<’@
}ðéT> ÃJ“K<::

”®<e ¡õM G<Kƒ
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’c< Ç™‹ Sw„‹“ ØpV‹
#2.
#2. ÖpLL
¾²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê #4 (1)(K)' #6 (1)(K)'
#7 (1)(K) P“ $1 ድጋጌዎ٤ P”Å}Öul
J•' ¾²=I ”®<e ¡õM É”ÒÑ@−‹ ¾ÖpLÃ
ፍ`É u?ƒ ý_²=Ç”ƒ“ U¡ƒM ý_²=Ç”ƒ”
dÃÚU` uÖ<[ U¡”Áƒ ŸLò’ƒ
K}’c< KK?KA‹ Ç™‹ }ðéT> ÃJ“K<::
#3.
#3. ¾Ö<[ Swƒ
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’c< Ç™‹ Ö<[ ¾T>ÁÑ–<ƒ
›Óvw vK¨< ¾Ö<[ QÓ SW[ƒ
ÃJ“M::

SECTION TWO
RIGHTS AND BENEFITS OF EX-JUDGES

42. General
Without prejudice to the provisions of Articles
44(1)(b), 46(1)(b), 47(1)(b) and 51 of this
Proclamation, the provisions of this Section shall
be applicable to Judges, other than the President
and Deputy President of the Supreme Court,
released from office due to retirement.
43. Pension Rights
Ex-Judges shall be entitle to pension rights in
accordance with the relevant pension law.
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#4.
#4. ¾SssT>Á ›uM

44. Maintenance Allowance
1/

1/ T”—¨<U Ç—:G) u=Á”e ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ
ŸLò’ƒ Ÿ}’d' ¨ÃU
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›ÑMÓKA

a)

K) ŸG<Kƒ
¯Sƒ
}Ÿ<M
ÁL’c
›ÑMÓKA uISU' u›"M Ñ<Çƒ
¨ÃU Ÿ›pU uLÃ uJ’ K?L
U¡”Áƒ ŸLò’ƒ Ÿ}’d'
¾SssT>Á ›uM ÃŸðKªָ::
2/ u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) SW[ƒ
¾T>ŸðK¨<
¾SssT>Á
›uM
KSËS]Á¨< ¾›”É ¯Sƒ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾Zeƒ ¨` ÅS¨´ J• Ÿ›”É ¯Sƒ
uLÃ LK¨< KPÁ”Ç”Æ }ÚT] ¾›”É
¯Sƒ ›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾›”É ¨` ÅS¨´
P¾ŸK
ÃcvM:: J•U ÖpLL
¾SssT>Á ›uM ¡õÁ¨< Ÿ›Y^
eU”ƒ ¨` ÅS¨´ SwKØ ¾KuƒU::

after serving for not less than five years;
or

b) due to sickness, disability or any other
ground caused by force majeure after
serving at least two and half years.

2/

The amount of maintenance allowance to be
paid pursuant to sub-article (1) of this
Article shall be equivalent to three month's
salary for the first year of service, and one
month's salary shall be added for every
additional year of service; provided,
however, that the total amount of
maintenance allowance shall not exceed 18
month's salary.

45. Severance Pay

#5.
#5. ¾Y^ e”wƒ ¡õÁ
u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 04 ŸLò’ƒ eK}’c<
Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò−‹ ¾Y^ e”wƒ
¡õÁ ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’c< Ç™‹U
}ðéT> ÃJ“M::

The provisions of Article 14 of this Proclamation
providing for severance pay to Ex-Senior
Government Officials shall also be applicable to
Ex-Judges.

46. Housing Allowance

#6 ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM

1/

1/ T”—¨<U Ç—፡G) u=Á”e ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ
ŸLò’ƒ Ÿ}’d' ¨ÃU

Any Judge shall be entitled to payment of
maintenance allowance if he has been
released from office:

›ÑMÓKA

Any Judge shall be entitled to payment of
housing allowance if he has been released
from office:
a)

K) ŸG<Kƒ ¯Sƒ }Ÿ<M ÁL’c ›ÑM
ÓKA uISU' u›"M Ñ<Çƒ ¨ÃU
Ÿ›pU uLÃ uJ’ K?L U¡”Áƒ
ŸLò’ƒ Ÿ}’d'

after serving for not less than five years;
or

b) due to sickness, disability or any other
ground caused by force majeure after
serving at least two and half years.

¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM ÃŸðKªM::
2/
2/ u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) SW[ƒ
¾T>ŸðK¨< ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM u›”É
Ñ>²? ¾T>ŸðM J•'
G) KÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ Ç— c=J”
S’h¨< ¾eÉeƒ ¨^ƒ S<K< ¡õÁ
J• Ÿ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ uLÃ LK¨<
KPÁ”Ç”Æ }ÚT] ¾›”É ¯Sƒ
›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾›”É ¨` ¡õÁ ›”É
G<K}— P¾ŸK ÃcLM&

The housing allowance under sub-article (1)
of this Article shall be paid in a lump sum
and its amount shall be:
a)

in the case of a Supreme Court Judge,
six month's full payment for the initial
service and an addition of half of the
monthly payment for every additional
year of service beyond five years of
service;
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K) KŸõ}— õ`É u?ƒ Ç— c=J”
S’h¨< ¾Zeƒ ¨^ƒ S<K< ¡õÁ
J• Ÿ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ uLÃ LK¨<
KPÁ”Ç”Æ }ÚT] ¾›”É ¯Sƒ
›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾›”É ¨` ¡õÁ ›”É
G<K}— P¾ŸK ÃcLM&

b) in the case of a High Court Judge, three
month's full payment for the initial
service and an addition of half of the
monthly payment for every additional
year of service beyond five years of
service;

Q) KSËS]Á Å[Í õ`É u?ƒ Ç—
c=J” S’h¨< ¾G<Kƒ ¨^ƒ S<K<
¡õÁ J• Ÿ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ uLÃ
LK¨< KPÁ”Ç”Æ }ÚT] ¾›”É
¯Sƒ ›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾›”É ¨` ¡õÁ
›”É G<K}— P¾ŸK ÃcLM&

c)

J•U ¾T>cÖ¨< ÖpLL ¡õÁ Ÿ08 ¨`
¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM SwKØ ¾KuƒU::

provided, however, that the total payment
shall not exceed 18 month's housing
allowance.
47. Vehicle Allowance

#7.
#7. ¾}iŸ`"] ›uM

1/

1/ T”—¨<U Ç—፡-

G) u=Á”e ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ
ŸLò’ƒ Ÿ}’d' ¨ÃU

in the case of a First Instance Court
Judge, two month's full payment for the
initial service and an addition of half of
the monthly payment for every
additional year of service beyond five
years of service ;

›ÑMÓKA

a)

2/

G) KÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ Ç— c=J”
S’h¨< ¾eÉeƒ ¨^ƒ S<K< ¡õÁ
J• Ÿ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ uLÃ LK¨<
KPÁ”Ç”Æ }ÚT] ¾›”É ¯Sƒ
›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾›”É ¨` ¡õÁ ›”É
G<K}— P¾ŸK ÃcLM&
K) KŸõ}— õ`É u?ƒ Ç— c=J”
S’h¨< ¾Zeƒ ¨^ƒ S<K< ¡õÁ
J• Ÿ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ uLÃ LK¨<
KPÁ”Ç”Æ }ÚT] ¾›”É ¯Sƒ
›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾›”É ¨` ¡õÁ ›”É
G<K}— P¾ŸK ÃcLM&
ּ) KSËS]Á Å[Í õ`É u?ƒ Ç—
c=J” S’h¨< ¾G<Kƒ ¨^ƒ S<K<
¡õÁ J• Ÿ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ uLÃ
LK¨< KPÁ”Ç”Æ }ÚT] ¾›”É
¯Sƒ ›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾›”É ¨` ¡õÁ
›”É G<K}— P¾ŸK ÃcLM&
J•U ¾T>cÖ¨< ÖpLL ¡õÁ Ÿ08 ¨`
¾}iŸ`"] ›uM SwKØ ¾KuƒU::

after serving for not less than five years;
or

b) due to sickness, disability or any other
ground caused by force majeure after
serving at least two and half years.

K) ŸG<Kƒ
¯Sƒ
}Ÿ<M
ÁL’c
›ÓMÓKA uISU' u›"M Ñ<Çƒ
¨ÃU Ÿ›pU uLÃ uJ’ K?L
U¡”Áƒ ŸLò’ƒ Ÿ}’d'
¾}iŸ`"] ›uM ÃŸðKªM::
2/ u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) SW[ƒ
¾T>ŸðK¨< ¾}iŸ`"] ›uM u›”É Ñ²?
¾T>ŸðM J•'

Any Judge shall be entitled to payment of
vehicle allowance if he has been released
from office:

The vehicle allowance under sub-article (1)
of this Article shall be paid in a lump sum
and its amount shall be:

a)

in the case of a Supreme Court Judge,
six month's full payment for the initial
service and an addition of half of the
monthly payment for every additional
year of service beyond five years of
service;

b)

in the case of a High Court Judge, three
month's full payment for the initial service
and an addition of half of the monthly
payment for every additional year of service
beyond five years of service;

c)

in the case of a First Instance Court
Judge, two month's full payment for the
initial service and an addition of half of
the monthly payment for every
additional year of service beyond five
years of service ;

provided, however, that the total payment
shall not exceed 18 month's vehicle
allowance.

¹þ9)$5
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#8.
#8. ¾Q¡U“ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
1/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 07 ”®<e ›”kê (1)
P“ (2) ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d T>’>eƒ`
¾Q¡U“
›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
Ç—U }ðéT> ÃJ“M::
2/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 07 ”®<e ›”kê (3)
ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d T>’>eƒ` È›?
¾Q¡U“
›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ¾Ÿõ}— õ`É u?ƒ
Ç—U }ðéT> ÃJ“M::
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48. Medical Benefits
1/

The provisions of sub-articles (1) and (2) of
Article 17 of this Proclamation providing for
medical benefits to an Ex-Minister shall also
be applicable to an Ex-Supreme Court
Judge.

2/

The provisions of sub-article (3) of Article
17 of this Proclamation providing for
medical benefits to an Ex-Minister of State
shall also be applicable to an Ex-High Court
Judge.

3/

The provisions of sub-article (4) of Article
17 of this Proclamation providing for
medical benefits to an Ex-Deputy Minister
shall also be applicable to an Ex-First
Instance Court Judge.

3/ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 07 ”®<e ›”kê (4)
ŸLò’ƒ eK}’d U¡ƒM T>’>eƒ`
¾Q¡U“
›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾}Å’ÑÑ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ¾SËS]Á Å[Í õ`É
u?ƒ Ç—U }ðéT> ÃJ“M::
#9.
#9. ¾ÓM ÅI”’ƒ Øun ›ÑMÓKAƒ

$.

49. Security Service

1/ T”—¨<U ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ Ç—
uLò’ƒ LÃ u’u[uƒ ¨pƒ ¾ÓM
Å÷”’ƒ Øun ÃÅ[ÓKƒ ¾’u[ ŸJ’
ŸLò’ƒ c=’dU KPc<“ Ku?}cu< Øun
ÃÅ[ÓKM::

1/

If a Supreme Court Judge is provided with
security protection while in service, he shall
be entitled to the same service for himself
and his family after he has been released
from office.

2/ ¾Øun ÃK< ¯Ã’ƒ“ SÖ” Øun¨<”
uT>Á"H>Å¨< ›"M Ã¨c“M::

2/

The composition and size of the security
force shall be determined by the body in
charge of the security service.

¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ
1/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d Ç—፡G)

50. Certificate of Service
1/

a)

Ÿ05 ¯Sƒ uLÃ ÁÑKÑK c=J” ›”Å—
Å[Í ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ፤

a certificate of service of 1st rank if he
has served for more than 15 years;

b) a certificate of service of 2nd rank if he
has served for more than 10 up to 15
years;

K) Ÿ0 ¯Sƒ uLÃ PeŸ 05 ¯Sƒ
ÁÑKÑK
c=J”
G<K}—
Å[Í
¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ፤

c)

N) Ÿ›Ueƒ ¯Sƒ uLÃ Pc¡ 0 ¯Sƒ
ÁÑKÑK
c=J”
Ze}—
Å[Í
¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ፤

a certificate of service of 3rd rank if he
has served for more than 5 up to 10
years;

d) a certificate of service of 4th rank if he
has served for more than two and half
years up to five years.

S) ŸG<Kƒ ¯Sƒ }Ÿ<M PeŸ ›Ueƒ
¯Sƒ ÁÑKÑK c=J” ›^}— Å[Í
¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ፣
ÃcÖªM::
2/ ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
Ç— ¾T>cØ ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡`
¨[kƒ uÖpLÃ T>’>eƒ\' ŸLò’ƒ
K}’d ¾Ÿõ}— ¨ÃU ¾SËS]Á Å[Í
õ`É u?ƒ Ç— ¾T>cØ ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ uÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ
ý_²=Ç”ƒ Ãð[TM::

An Ex-Judge shall be issued with:

2/

A certificate of service to be issued to an ExSupreme Court Judge shall be signed by the
Prime Minister, and that to be issued to an
Ex-High Court or First Instance Court Judge
shall be signed by the President of the
Supreme Court.
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3/ ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` eKT>ÁÑ—
†¨< ØpV‹ u²=I ›ªÏ ›”kê 09
¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’d ¾ÖpLÃ
õ`É u?ƒ Ç—U }ðéT> ÃJ“M::

3/

The provisions of Article 19 of this
Proclamation providing for benefits to an
Ex-Minister issued with a certificate of
service shall also be applicable to an ExSupreme Court Judge.

¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d T>’>eƒ` È›?
eKT>ÁÑ—†¨< ØpV‹ u²=I ›ªÏ
›”kê 09 ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’d
¾Ÿõ}— õ`É u?ƒ Ç—U }ðéT>
ÃJ“M::

4/

The provisions of Article 19 of this
Proclamation providing for benefits to an
Ex-Minister of State issued with a certificate
of service shall also be applicable to an ExHigh Court Judge.

5/ ¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ¾Ue¡` ¨[kƒ ¾}cÖ¨<
ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d U¡ƒM T>’>eƒ`
eKT>ÁÑ—†¨< ØpV‹ u²=I ›ªÏ
›”kê 09 ¾}Å’ÑÑ¨< ŸLò’ƒ K}’d
¾SËS]Á Å[Í õ`É u?ƒ Ç—U
}ðéT> ÃJ“M::

5/

The provisions of Article 19 of this
Proclamation providing for benefits to an
Ex-Deputy Minister issued with a certificate
of service shall also be applicable to an ExFirst Instance Court Judge.

4/

$1.
$1. ¾vKSw~ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ SK¾ƒ
1/ T”—¨<U Ç— uY^ LÃ PÁK Ÿ²=I
¯KU uVƒ u=KÃ፡-

2/

51. Death of Beneficiary
1/

If a Judge dies while in service:

G) ŸSV~ Ò` u}ÁÁ² U¡”Áƒ
KT>SÖ< ¨Ü−‹ Sgð— ¾Zeƒ
¨` ÅS¨´ Ku?}cu< ÃŸðLM&

a)

K) ŸLò’ƒ u=’d •a K=ŸðK¨< ÃÑv
¾’u[¨< ¾SssT>Á ›uM' ¾Y^
e”wƒ ¡õÁ' ¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM“
¾}iŸ`"]
›uM
Ku?}cu<
ÃŸðLM::

b) the resettlement allowance, severance
pay, housing allowance and vehicle
allowance that may have been due to
him had he been released from office
shall be paid to his family.

T”—¨<U Ç— ŸLò’ƒ }’e„ ØpV‹”
ŸTÓ–~ uòƒ Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ u=KÃ
ŸLò’ƒ u=’d •a K=ŸðK¨< ÃÑv ¾’u[¨<
¾SssT>Á ›uM' ¾Y^ e”wƒ ¡õÁ'
¾S•]Á u?ƒ ›uM“ ¾}iŸ`"] ›uM
Ku?}cu< ÃŸðLM::

3/ T”—¨<U ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ Ç—
uY^ LÃ PÁK ¨ÃU ŸLò’ƒ }’e„
Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ u=KÃ፡G) ²?“ °[õ~“ ›ß` ¾QÃ¨ƒ ]Ÿ<
uS”ÓYƒ T>Ç=Á Ã’Ñ^M&
K) Ÿõ}—
¾S”ÓYƒ
vKYM×”
ukw\ Y’-Y`¯ƒ LÃ }Ñ˜„
¾›uv Ñ<”Ñ<” ÁekU×M&
N) ¾kw` Y’-Y`¯~ ukw` ›eðéT>−‹
uŸ<M
¾T>ðçU
J•
¨Ü¨< uS”ÓYƒ Ãgð“M::

his three month's salary shall be paid to
his family to cover expenses related to
his death;

2/

If an Ex-Judge dies, before he has received
his benefits, the resettlement allowance,
severance pay, housing allowance and
vehicle allowance that have been due to him
shall be paid to his family.

3/

If a Supreme Court Judge, while in service
or after being released from office, dies:

a)

the news of his death, together with his short
biography, shall be disclosed through
government media;

b) a Senior Government Official shall
attend his funeral ceremony and lay a
funeral wreath;
c)

the funeral ceremony shall be conducted
at the expense of the Government.
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¾T”—¨<U Ç— Ÿ²=I ¯KU uVƒ
SK¾ƒ ¾u?}cu<” u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ
u›Ñ` ¨<eØ ¾Q¡U“ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾TÓ–ƒ Swƒ P”Ç=s[Ø ›ÁÅ`ÓU::

4/

The death of a Judge shall not have the
effect of terminating the medical benefits
offered to his family at local health
institutions pursuant to this Proclamation.

¡õM eÉeƒ

PART SIX

M¿ M¿ É”ÒÑ−‹

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

$2.
$2. ¾S•]Á u?ƒ“ ¾}iŸ`"]
¾}iŸ`"] ›uM }S”
1/ u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ ¾T>ŸðM ¾S•]Á
u?ƒ ›uM }S” ¾¾¨p~” ¾S•]Á
u?ƒ Ÿ=^Ã SÖ” ÓUƒ ¨<eØ
uTeÑvƒ ¾T>’>eƒa‹ U¡` u?ƒ
uT>Á¨×¨< SS]Á Ã¨c“M::
2/ u²=I
›ªÏ
SW[ƒ
¾T>ŸðM
¾}iŸ`"] ›uM }S” ¾¾¨p~”
¾’ÇÏ'
¾pvƒ'
¾²Ãƒ'
¾ØÑ““
}iŸ`"]
KT”kdke
¾T>ÁeðMÑ<
K?KA‹
¨Ü−‹”
ÓUƒ
¨<eØ
uTeÑvƒ ¾T>’>eƒa‹ U¡` u?ƒ
uT>Á¨×¨< SS]Á Ã¨c“M::
$3.
$3.
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¾›ÑMÓKAƒ ²S” ›q×Ö`“ ¾Sw„‹
Ó”–
–<’ƒ
Ó”

52. Rate of Housing and Vehicle Allowances
1/

The rate of housing allowance to be paid
pursuant to this Proclamation shall be
determined by directives of the Council of
Ministers issued in consideration of the
current rates of house rent.

2/

The rate of vehicle allowance to be paid
pursuant to this Proclamation shall be
determined by directives of the Council of
Ministers issued in consideration of the
current costs of fuel, grease, oil,
maintenance and other running costs of
vehicles.

53. Computation of Service and Relations of
Benefits

1/ T”—¨<U ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d Ÿõ}—
¾S”ÓYƒ
Lò
ŸSjS<
uòƒ
uU¡` u?ƒ ›vM’ƒ ¾cÖ¨< ›ÑMÓKAƒ
u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ KT>Á´ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
ÃcwKM::

1/

The service of any Ex-Senior Government
Official rendered as a Member of Parliament
prior to his appointment shall be considered
in computing his service pursuant to this
Proclamation.

2/ T”—¨<U ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾U¡` u?ƒ
›vM
ŸSS[Ö<
uòƒ
uŸõ}—
¾S”ÓYƒ Lò’ƒ ¾cÖ¨< ›ÑMÓKAƒ
u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ KT>Á´ ›ÑMÓKAƒ
ÃcwKM::

2/

The service of any Ex-Member of
Parliament rendered as a Senior Government
Official prior to his election shall be
considered in computing his service
pursuant to this Proclamation.

3/

ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò
¨ÃU ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM ŸSjS< ¨ÃU
ŸSS[Ö< uòƒ u¡MM S”ÓYƒ Ÿõ}—
Lò’ƒ
¨ÃU
u¡MM
U¡`
u?ƒ
›ðÑ<v¯@’ƒ ¨ÃU U¡ƒM ›ðÑ<v¯@’ƒ
¨ÃU S<K< Ñ>²?¨<” usT> ¢T>‚ cwdu=’ƒ
¾cÖ¨< ›ÑMÓKAƒ u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ
KT>Á´ ›ÑMÓKAƒ ÃcwKM::

3/

The service of any Ex-Senior Government
Official or Ex-Member of Parliament rendered as
a State Government Senior Official, Speaker or
Deputy Speaker of State Council or fulltime
Chairperson of a Standing Committee of State
Council prior to his appointment or election shall
be considered in computing his service pursuant
to this Proclamation.

4/

u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1)' (2)
¨ÃU
(3)
¾}Ökc¨<
¾kÉV
›ÑMÓKAƒ
u²=I
›ªÏ
¨ÃU
uT>SKŸ}¨< ¡MM QÓ SW[ƒ
KvKSw~ ›ekÉV Swƒ“ ØpU
ÁeÑ–Kƒ ŸJ’ u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ
KT>Á´ ›ÑMÓKAƒ ›ÃcwU::

4/

Any previous service referred to in subarticle (1), (2) or (3) of this Article shall not
be considered in computing service pursuant
to this Proclamation if the beneficiary has
already acquired rights and benefits relating
to the said service in accordance with this
Proclamation or the legislation of the
concerned State.
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5/ u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1)' (2)
¨ÃU
(3)
¾}Ökc¨<
¾kÉV
›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾}hK
Swƒ“
ØpU
¾T>ÁeÑ˜
ŸJ’
ֹוKSw~
ÃI”’<
¾}hK¨<” Swƒ“ ØpU P”Ç=ÁÑ˜
ÃÅ[ÒM::

5/

Where the previous service referred to in
sub-article (1), (2) or (3) of this Article
entitles the beneficiary with better rights and
benefits, such rights and benefits shall be
applicable.

6/ u›”É Ñ>²? ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM“ Ÿõ}—
¾S”ÓYƒ
Lò ¾’u[
vKSwƒ
uU¡`
u?ƒ
›vM’~“
uŸõ}—
¾S”ÓYƒ
Lò’~
ŸT>ÁÑ—†¨<
Sw„‹“ ØpV‹ ¾T>uMÖ¨<” ÁÑ—
M::

6/

Where a beneficiary was a Member of
Parliament and Senior Government Official
at the same time, he shall be entitled to the
rights and benefits of an Ex-Member of
Parliament or Ex-Senior Government
Official, which ever is higher.

7/ ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ
Lò u}KÁ¿ ¾Lò’ƒ Å[Í−‹ LÃ
}SÉx
›ÑMÓKAƒ
¾cÖ
Ÿ’u[
uT“†¨<U Ñ>²? }SÉxuƒ K’u[¨<
Ÿõ}—¨< ¾Lò’ƒ Å[Í u²=I ›ªÏ
SW[ƒ ¾T>cÖ¨< Swƒ“ ØpU
ÃÖu$KM::

7/

Where an Ex-Senior Government Official
has served at different levels of a Senior
Government Official's position, he shall be
entitled to the rights and benefits applicable,
in accordance with this Proclamation, to the
highest position he assumed at any time of
his tenure.

$4.
$4. Sw„‹”“ ØpV‹” ¾T>ÁdÖ< G<’@−‹

54. Deprivation of Rights and Benefits
1/

1/ T”—¨<U ¾GÑ` ¨ÃU ¾S”ÓYƒ
S] ¨ÃU Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò፡-

Any Head of State or Government or Senior
Government Official shall not be entitled to the
rights and benefits under this Proclamation if he
is removed from office on the ground that he has:

a)

G( ¾S”ÓYƒ þK=c=−‹” vKSðçS< ¨ÃU vKTeðçS<፤

failed to implement or cause the
implementation of government policies;

K( uYM×’< ÁK›Óvw uSÖkS<፤

b) abused his power;

N) ¾S<e“ }Óv` uSðçS<፤

c)

involved in corrupt practices;

d)

given or disclosed confidential
informations to a party not entitled to;

e)

committed any other offence entailing
criminal or disciplinary liabilities.

S( T>eØ^© S[Í−‹” LM}ðkÅKƒ
¨Ñ”
uSÓKè ¨ÃU ›dMö
uSeÖ~' ¨ÃU
W) u¨”ËM ¨ÃU uÇ=eýK=” ¾T>ÁeÖÃp T“†¨<”U K?L É`Ñ>ƒ
uSðçS<፤
U¡”Áƒ ŸLò’ƒ P”Ç=¨ÑÉ ¾}Å[Ñ
ŸJ’ u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ ¾T>cÖ<ƒ”
Sw„‹“ ØpV‹ ›ÁÑ˜U::
2/

2/ T”—¨<U ¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM፡G( ¾S^à‹”
¨ÃU

›S’@

uT×~'

K( uY’UÓv` wMg<’ƒ'
U¡”Áƒ Ÿ›vM’ƒ P”Ç=¨ÑÉ ¾}Å[Ñ
ŸJ’ u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ ¾T>cÖ<ƒ”
Sw„‹“ ØpV‹ ›ÁÑ˜U::

Any Member of Parliament shall not be entitled
to the rights and benefits under this Proclamation
if he has lost his mandate:

a)

for having no confidence of the
electorate; or

b) due to misconduct.
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3/ }Ñu=¨<” Y`¯ƒ dÃŸ}M ŸLò’~
¾Kkk ¾GÑ` ¨ÃU ¾S”ÓYƒ S]
¨ÃU Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ Lò ¨ÃU
¾U¡` u?ƒ ›vM u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ
¾T>cÖ<ƒ”
Sw„‹“
ØpV‹
›ÁÑ˜U::
$5.
$5. Sw„‹”“ ØpV‹” ¾T>Ás`Ö<
¾T>Ás`Ö< G<’@−‹
1/ u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ ¾}Ñ–< Sw„‹“
ØpV‹
uT>Ÿ}K<ƒ
U¡”Á„‹
Ãs[×K<:-
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3/

Any Head of State or Government or Senior
Government Official or Member of
Parliament shall not be entitled to the rights
and benefits under this Proclamation if he
has resigned without following the
prescribed procedure.

55. Termination of Rights and Benefits
1/

The enjoyment of rights and benefits under
this Proclamation shall be terminated where:
a)

G) T”—¨<U vKSwƒ'

K)

(1)

IÑ
S”ÓY©
KTõ[e ŸVŸ[&

Y`¯ƒ”

(2)

¾GÑ`” K<›L©’ƒ ›ÅÒ
uT>ØM }Óv` Ÿ}d}ð&

(3)

¾GÑ` ¡IÅƒ ¨”ËM ŸðçS&

(4)

uLò’ƒ LÃ u’u[ Ñ>²? ÁÑ—
†¨<” GÑ^© Ñ<ÇÄ‹ ¾T>SKŸ~
T>eØ^© S[Í−‹ "MÖuk&
¨ÃU

(5)

IÑ S”ÓY~”“ uIÑS”ÓY~
SW[ƒ ¾}ssS<ƒ” }sTƒ
"LŸu[&

LÃ

any beneficiary:
(1)

attempts
to
disrupt
constitutional order;

the

(2)

involves in any act endangering
the sovereignty of the country;

(3)

commits an act of treason;

(4)

fails to keep the confidentiality of
secureable informations related to the
affairs of the nation known to him
during his office responsibility;

(5)

fails to respect the Constitution
and bodies constituted under the
Constitution;

b) an Ex-President becomes a member of a
political party or organization;

ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ý_²=Ç”ƒ ¾›”É
þK+" û`+ ¨ÃU É`Ïƒ ›vM
ŸJ’&

c)
N) ŸLò’ƒ
¾}’d
¾GÑ`
¨ÃU
¾S”ÓYƒ S] ¨ÃU ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É
u?ƒ
–_²=Ç”ƒ
¨ÃU
U¡ƒM
ý_²=Ç”ƒ Ãµƒ Ÿ’u[¨< Lò’ƒ Ò`
uT>n[” ¨ÃU ¡w\” uT>ÁÔÉõ
Y^ LÃ Ÿ}kÖ[ ¨ÃU uP”Ç=I
¯Ã’~
T”—¨<U
Y^
LÃ
uSWT^ƒ Ñu= "Ñ–&

an outgoing Head of State or
Government or an outgoing President or
Deputy President of the Supreme Court
is employed on a job or earns income
from any activity, which is conflicting
with his former position or incompatible
with his status;

S) ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d Ç— uØwp“ Y^
LÃ ¾}WT^ ŸJ’&

d) an Ex-Judge engages in rendering
advocacy services;

W) ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d Ÿõ}— ¾S”ÓYƒ
Lò c=S^¨< Ÿ’u[¨< ¾S”ÓYƒ
SY]Á u?ƒ Ò` kØ Ó”–<’ƒ vK¨<
¾ÓM É`Ïƒ ¨ÃU u¾’S”ÓY©
vMJ’ ¯KU ›kõ É`Ïƒ ¨ÃU
S”ÓY© vMJ’ É`Ïƒ ŸLò’ƒ
Ÿ}’duƒ Ñ>²? ËUa G<Kƒ ¯Sƒ
dÃVL¨< Ÿ}kÖ[::

e)

2/ u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê 1(G) SW[ƒ
Sw„‹“
ØpV‹
¾T>s[Ö<ƒ
vKSw~ YM×” vK¨< õ`É u?ƒ
¾Øó}—’ƒ ¨<d’@ Ÿ}cÖuƒ u%EL
KQ´w }¨"Ä‹ U¡` u?ƒ k`x
c=¨c” ÃJ“M::

2/

an Ex-Senior Government Official is
employed, within two years from the date of
his release, by any private organization or
international organization other than
intergovernmental organization or by nongovernmental organization, that has direct
relationship with the government office he
was in charge of.

The termination of rights and benefits
pursuant to sub-article (1)(a) of this Article
shall be effected upon the decision of the
House of Peoples’ Representatives following
the conviction of the beneficiary by the
competent court.
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3/ u²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1)(K)' (N)'
(S) ¨ÃU (W) SW[ƒ Sw„‹“
ØpV‹ ¾T>s[Ö<ƒ vKSw~ Øó}—
SJ’< uôÈ^M e’UÓv`“ ì[-S<e“
¢T>i” Ÿ}×^ u%EL KQ´w }¨"Ä‹
U¡` u?ƒ k`x c=¨c” ÃJ“M::
4/

ŸLò’ƒ ¾}’d ¾GÑ` ¨ÃU ¾S”ÓYƒ
S] ¨ÃU ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É u?ƒ –_²=Ç”ƒ
¨ÃU U¡ƒM ý_²=Ç”ƒ upØ` ¨ÃU Ñu=
uT>ÁeÑ˜ K?L Y^ LÃ ŸSWT^~ uòƒ
ŸÅ[Í¨< Ò` ›wa ¾TÃH@É eK›KSJ’<
ŸôÈ^M e’UÓv`“ ì[-S<e“ ¢T>i”
¾}cÖ T[ÒÑÝ TÓ–ƒ ›Kuƒ::

5/ u²=I ›ªÏ SW[ƒ u}WÖ¨< Swƒ
¨ÃU ØpU S<K< uS<K< ¨ÃU
uŸòM SÖkU ¾TÃðMÓ vKSwƒ
ÃI”’< KT>SKŸ}¨< ›"M Td¨p
›Kuƒ::
$6.
$6. K›Ç=e }l
}lT>−‹ ¾T>Å[Ó ¾Ñ”²w ÉÒõ
1/ ›Ç=e
¾}jS
¨ÃU
¾}S[Ö
T>’>eƒ`'
›ðÑ<v¯@'
¾S”ÓYƒ
}Ö]' ¾}nªT> û`+ S]' ¾ÖpLÃ
õ`É u?ƒ ý_²=Ç”ƒ' ¾ÖpLÃ õ`É
u?ƒ U¡ƒM ý_²=Ç”ƒ ¨ÃU ¾ÖpLÃ
õ`É u?ƒ Ç— KSssT>Á Ã[Ç¨<
²”É ¾TÃSKe ¾G<Kƒ ¨` ÅS¨´
ÃcÖªM::
2/ ›Ç=e
¾}jS
¨ÃU
¾}S[Ö
T>’>eƒ` È›?' U¡ƒM T>’>eƒ`'
U¡ƒM ›ðÑ<v¯@' U¡ƒM ¨ÃU [Çƒ
¾S”ÓYƒ }Ö] ¨ÃU ¾}nªT>
û`+ }Ö] ¨ÃU [Çƒ }Ö]
KSssT>Á Ã[Ç¨< ²”É ¾TÃSKe
¾›”É ¨` ÅS¨´ ÃcÖªM::
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3/

The termination of rights and benefits pursuant to
sub-article (3)(b), (c), (d) or (e) of this Article
shall be effected upon the decision of the House
of Peoples Representatives following the
investigation, conducted by the Federal Ethics
and Anti-Corruption Commission, on the offense
committed by the beneficiary.

4/

An outgoing Head of State or Government
or President or Deputy President of the
Supreme Court shall, before engaging in an
employment or any other income generating
activity, obtain a clearance from the Federal
Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission.

5/

A beneficiary shall notify the appropriate
body the total or partial waiver of his rights
and benefits under this Proclamation if he
wishes so.

56. Financial Support upon New Appointment
1/

A newly appointed or elected Minister,
Speaker,
Government
Representative,
Opposition Party Leader, President of the
Supreme Court, Deputy President of the
Supreme Court or a Supreme Court Judge
shall be granted non-repayable two month's
salary to facilitate his settlement.

2/

A newly appointed or elected Minister of
State, Deputy Minister, Deputy Speaker,
Deputy
or
Assistant
Government
Representative,
Opposition
Party
Representative or Assistant Representative
shall be granted non-repayable one month's
salary to facilitate his settlement.

57. Power to Issue Regulations and Directives
$7.
$7. Å”w“ SS]Á ¾T¨<×ƒ YM×”
¾T>’>eƒa‹ U¡` u?ƒ ÃI” ›ªÏ
KTeðçU
¾T>ÁeðMÑ<
Å”x‹”“
SS]Á−‹” K=Á¨× Ã‹LM::
$8.
$8. ¾}h\
¾}h\“ }ðíT>’ƒ ¾TÃ•^†¨< QÔ‹
1/ ¾›=ƒÄåÁ
ôÈ^L©
Ç=V¡^c=Á©
]øwK=¡ ý_²=Ç”ƒ S}ÇÅ]Á ›ªÏ
lØ` 2)$5/09)(4 u²=I ›ªÏ }ibM::
2/ ÃI” ›ªÏ ¾T>n[” T”—¨<U QÓ'
Å”w' SS]Á ¨ÃU ¾›W^` MUÉ
u²=I
›ªÏ
¾}gð’<
Ñ<ÇÄ‹”
uT>SKŸƒ }ðíT>’ƒ ›Ã•[¨<U::

The Council of Ministers may issue regulations
and directives necessary for the implementation
of this Proclamation.

58. Repealed and Inapplicable Laws

1/

The Administration of the President of the
Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia
Proclamation No. 255/2001 is hereby
repealed.

2/

No law, regulation, directive or practice
shall, in so far as it is inconsistent with this
Proclamation, have force or effect in respect
of matters provided for in this Proclamation.

gA

4¹þ9)%1

ØÁ‰L U¶T Uz¤È qÜ_R ^2 ጳጉ ה4 qqN 21 ›.M

3/ ¾²=I ›”kê ”®<e ›”kê (1) É”ÒÑ@
u›ªÏ lØ` 2)$5/09)(4 SW[ƒ
¾}Ñ–<“ ÃI ›ªÏ PeŸç“uƒ Ñ>²? É[e
ç”}¨< ¾q¿ Sw„‹”“ ØpV‹”
›Áek`U::
$9.
$9. ›ªÌ ¾T>ç“uƒ Ñ>²?
ÃI ›ªÏ ŸNUK? 1 k” 2ሺ ¯.U. ËUa
¾ç“ ÃJ“M::
ዲ@ 9 ֹוጳጉ ה4 ׂש
 ׂש21 ዓ.ו
GR¥ wLdgþ×RgþS
yxþT×eÃ ØÁ‰§êE ÄþäK‰sþÃêE
¶pBlþK PÊzþÄNT
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3/

The provisions of sub-article (1) of this
Article shall not affect rights and benefits
acquired under Proclamation No. 255/2001
and remained valid until the effective date of
this Proclamation.

59. Effective Date
This Proclamation shall enter into force as of the
8th day of July, 2008.
Done at Addis Ababa, this 9th day of September, 2009

GIRMA WOLDEGIORGIS
PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF ETHIOPIA

